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FADE IN:

1 INT. OUTSIDE GARAGE - MID DAY 1

It's a beautiful summer day in Cape Town, High atop the cliffs, looking
out over the Ocean, sits a white house, flowers have flourished around
it.

BEN

is a 21 year old male. He has on a pair of Nike sneakers and T-shirt
which reads "We love you New York!"

Ben noticeably drags two large blue suitcases and shoves them in the
trunk.

2 INT. GLORIA'S CAR - OUTSIDE GARAGE -DAY 2

GLORIA JAMES

She is in her late 40's. a Beautiful looking women and mother of Ben.

GLORIA
Hey! Watch it! Ben gets in the car

BEN
Sorry ma.

GLORIA
It's "I am sorry", sorry doesn't make it on its
own.

BEN
I am sorry.
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Ben sighs sadly. Gloria Smiles and drives off.

CUT TO:

JESSICA JACKSON

She is in her late 40's. Looks beautiful. And she is the mother of
Dexter.

DEXTER

Is 17 years old. He is a university student, very smart and uses cynicism
to his advantage. A friend of Ben.

3  INT. JESSICA'S CAR - DAY 3

We see Dexter tangled in computer cables. He is Struggling to untie
himself. Jessica tries to ignore him, But after a while she stops the
car. Exits and walks to the passenger door. Opens it and unties him.

JESSICA
What's up with you? Relax.

DEXTER
I'm fine.

The doors are closed and Dexter smiles.

CUT TO:

4  INT. RONALD'S CAR - DAY 4

RONALD

Is a 45 year old army soldier, in his uniform he drives the car as if
being chased.

WILLIAM

A young man in his early 20's, a friend of Ben.

We see WILLIAM drinking a soda

RONALD
What did I say about alcohol son?

WILLIAM
(Irritated)

DAD, it's a soda.

...
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RONALD
What ever you do son, don't make any trouble in
America, you hear?

WILLIAM
Yes

RONALD
What?

WILLIAM
Yes Sir!

William looks very irritated but is very careful.

CUT TO:

5 INT. SA AIRPORT INTERNATIONAL - MID DAY 5

A silver SLK Mercedes Benz drives into a parking lot, followed by a big
bounty hunter truck. A convertible shows up behind these two cars.
Dexter's smile is noticeable. It's a windy day and the girl's hairs are
on display. Doors are closed.

GLORIA
Hi boys

WILLIAM, RONALD AND DEXTER
(All smiles)

Hi Mrs.James

This is obviously not the first time. BEN Pulls his face, turns slightly
to the left and mimics 'Hi Mrs. James'. JESSICA gets out last.

JESSICA
Did you really have to bring all this technical
stuff? Are these even allowed at the airport?

Jessica Pulls out an ipad.

DEXTER
Come on ma, it's an ipad.

William Takes it from her and carefully places it in Dexter's bag. Dexter
looks disappointed.

RONALD
Come on move it!

Ronald leads the way to the main entrance.
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6  INT. SA AIRPORT INTERNATIONAL - DAY CONTINUOUS ACTION 6

They get into the airport, all fussy.

JESSICA

(re: Ben)

I am counting on you to take care of my baby.

DEXTER
I'm not a b-

Before Dexter could finish

BEN
(Quickly)

Everything will be fine Mrs. Jackson.

JESSICA

(re: William)

And you, don't get him drunk.

Jessica looks skeptical

WILLIAM
I have to say you look mostly striking today.

Jessica looks away irritated.

GLORIA
The boys look ready. I think we are thumbs up?

JESSICA
I think so too, Dexter was all stressed today. I
don't think they will be doing anything stupid.

Gloria notices Ronald coming over

GLORIA
What about you Ronald?

RONALD
You can't be sure with my son but today he was
drinking a soda.
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GLORIA
Wow, I could notice Ben dragging himself to the
car today.

RONALD
They could be playing us. Those boys together
are trouble

  JESSICA
I don't know, I told my son I would deal with
him if he went out of line.

GLORIA
We are probably right or wrong but they are
still our kids and we are about to send them on
a once in a life time holiday, lets at least be
happy about that.

Jessica and Ronald look at each other.

...

Jessica, Gloria and Ronald turn slowly to look at the boys.

7  INT. SA AIRPORT INTERNATIONAL - CONTINUOUS ACTION 7

The boys are laughing.

WILLIAM
New York Chicks are-

Before William could finish

BEN
Nine o'clock, nine o'clock. Keep it together
boys we are almost out of here.

Ronald moves closer to the boys but the girls get there first.

RONALD
William!

WILLIAM
Yes sir

RONALD
I will be watching you.
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GLORIA
Don't forget to call us when you arrive ok?

BEN
Ok mom.

JESSICA
Watch your selves. It's a dangerous world out
there.

BEN
We will take care of our selves Mrs. Jackson.
Don't worry.

BEN (CONTINUES)
Bye mom!

GLORIA
Bye sweetie!

RONALD, JESSICA
Bye boys!

The boys wave off at their parents and head off to the cashiers.

DEXTER
(baffled)

Wow, reverse psychology.

BEN
This is wrong, we should warn our parents.

WILLIAM
Oh shut up this is priceless. Did you bring the
stuff?

BEN
Yeah I did, but I hid it at the arriving bags.
Don't screw up alright?

Ben looks at William all silly

WILLIAM
I got it, I got it.
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DEXTER
I hope they bust you, what are you doing with
that stuff anyway? Don't they have alcohol in
New York?

A security guy passes by. A tall guy holding a long stick. William and
Ben notice this and whistle. As he gets closer the two whistles in agony.

SECURITY GUY
What? What's that I hear boys?

Dexter takes out his ipad and looks far away like the security guy is not
there. William Gulps, and changes the posture of his body.

WILLIAM
What? Can't a man talk about alcohol now?

William has an intimidating look, but breaks a sweat.

BEN
Do you live under a stone officer?

DEXTER
AY!

Dexter looks at Ben and is convincingly flabbergasted by the comment.

(re; ipad)

The security guy looks like he has been hit real hard and walks away.
William and Ben celebrate and wave him off with a "screw you" body
language.

DEXTER
It's funny you guys are not afraid of security
but are afraid of mommy and daddy.

Dexter Looks cynical.

BEN
Oh come on it's probably that guy's first day at
work who would allow being ill treated like
that?
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They all turn to look at the security guy, who is having a break down on
his managers lap.

MATCH CUT TO:

8 INT. SA INTERNATIONAL - MONENTS LATER 8

At the airport a Russian Mob Boss is wearing a tacky tracksuit with a
gang dressed up like bunch of geeks. The boss is holding a cellphone.

GUNNAR

Is in his late 40's. he is a Russian mob boss. He is not nice at all.

NIKKI

is a mid 30's woman. GUNNAR'S sidekick. 

RICO

Is in his early 30's. He is Gunnar's handyman.

GUNNAR
Rico

RICO
Yeah boss

GUNNAR
Time?

Rico looks at his watch

RICO
17:53

GUNNAR
Just in time. Is my package in the right place?

Security shows up, and it appears that NIKKI is being recognized by
SASHA'S men.

NIKKI
It's with the arriving bags. Gunn-

before she could finish
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Nikki is taken down like a terrorist, the rest of the men split and
Gunnar takes three of his men with him. Gunnar looks at Nikki and
whispers from his lips.

GUNNAR
I will get you out soon.

Nikki Nods once.

MATCH CUT TO:

9 INT. SA AIRPORT INTER - DAY 9

The boys look excited.

SERVICER
Hey guys

William has an irritating charming look.

WILLIAM
Hi

William gets uncomfortably close to her. "Hey" the boys follow up. The
Servicer smiles at Dexter and Ben but looks at William and looks bothered

SERVICER
No

...

tickets please

William is dragged backwards by the boys after verifying his ticket.
Dexter takes his ticket from the servicer with the tips of his fingers,
looks at it incredulously and sneezes. The boys leave... LAUGHING

CUT TO:

10  INT. SA AIRPORT INTER - DAY 10

BEN
How does this happen? How do South African girls
always make you look like a rookie? I used to
look up to you.

BEN Laughs silently

WILLIAM
Shut up man. Here we go.
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(re: servicer)

I forgot something.

SERVICER
hurry the plane is about to leave.

William rushes to get the bag

CUT TO:

11  INT. SA AIRPORT INTER -LUGGAGE AREA - CONTINUOUS ACTION 11

He gets there only to find out all the bags look the same and the tags
have been ripped off.

WILLIAM
Oh come on!

He opens the first one and finds a bunch of bananas. The second one has
nothing in it.

WILLIAM
Dexter, I hope you were right.

William Closes his eyes and picks randomly.

WILLIAM
Ahh thank god, and Dexter.

William is masked with a Disbelieving face. Inside rapped in white paper
is a bottle of brandy. A tag around its neck reads "illegal in America"

CUT TO:

12  INT. SECURITY ROOM - DAY 12

SASHA

He is in his late 20's. An American policeman. Looking very fierce with a
full NYPD uniform and his badge most sparkles a little.

Police men of all types are here.
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SASHA
They couldn't have gotten far. Lock down
everything. I want access to every call coming
in or out of this airport. If anything even as
small as a cockroach leaves or enters this
airport I want to know about. No cars in or out.
They are mine. Go! Go! And bring me their heads.

The surrounding officers look Determined.

CUT TO:

13 INT. OUTSIDE MEN'S ROOM - DAY 13

BOBY is One of Gunnar's men he is wearing a bug squad uniform.

BOBY
Can I help you?

GUY#1 is a man in his late 30's. Noticeably fat.

GUY#1
(Sarcastically)

No. A Para shoot help will me.

Guy1's face looks uneasy.

BOBY
I'm sorry Sir. I can't let you in.

GUY#1
Why the hell not?

Guy1's holds his stomach and tries to push in

BOBY
We have a problem, there's cockroach infestation
in here. If we don't fix this by today those
little guys will spread to the cafeteria. You
wouldn't want them to crawl up into food would
you?

GUY#1
No

Guy#1 Looks worried and leaves
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CUT TO:

14  INT. MEN'S ROOM - DAY 14

Allot of men are here, a dirty and light dark lavatory. Men are on the
left and on the right. All are carrying guns excluding the scientist.
Gunnar looks unhappy.

GUNNAR
WHERE IS HE?

A man arrives in with a bag similar to the one William took.

(GUNNAR CONT'D)
Alright, everything is still in order.

JOHNNY

On the left its Johnny he is in his late 40's. he is An American mob
boss.

JOHNNY
Finally, the goods. Couldn't you have us in a
more fragranced place? this place stinks man.

Johnny looks up on the ceiling and it reads "Enjoy"

GUNNAR
Use your brains Johnny. Who would think we are
in here ha?

Gunnar Takes a bottle out of the bag, looks at it then looks at Johnny.

(GUNNAR CONT'D)
This is it now where is my money?

JOHNNY
Ha ha, perfect camouflage

Johnny snaps his fingers and a guy opens a case full of American dollars.
Gunnar smiles

GUNNAR
Rico get the money!

JOHNNY
Not so fast, we have to test it.
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GUNNAR
What is it with you? The swat is out there and
all you can think about is testing?

There's a beat

(GUNNAR CONT'D)
Fine

A man comes to take the bottle and a scientist takes a drop of it and
drops it in some chemical. Seconds later the scientist whispers in
Johnny's ear and Johnny shakes his head.

JOHNNY
Blue is bad Gunnar, blue is bad.

Johnny looks Disappointed, then suddenly gets angry and pulls out a
pistol.

JOHNNY
Were you trying to screw me?

Gunnar, quickly looks like he has his hands full.

GUNNAR
No. Rico what is this?

RICO
There were many bags sir b-

Before Rico can finish Gunnar shoots Rico on the leg

GUNNAR
Say what?

Rico is in agonizing pain.

RICO
Ahhh! I am sure this is it, same paper, same
bottle and same bag.

Gunnar looks at Johnny, shakes his head and looks at Rico. Gunnar sighs.

RICO
I promise we will find it boss

Johnny is annoyed.
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JOHNNY
Don't do it. Who wants to die in a toilet
anyway?

Gunnar pulls back the gun.

GUNNAR
He saved you.

RICO
(re: Johnny)

Thanks

His men get him up.

RICO
Find it!

Men rush out of the toilet.

CUT TO:

15  INT. MEN'S ROOM - DAY 15

Gunnar is on a cellphone.

GUNNAR
What do you mean you can't find it? Get the
tapes you idiot! Get the tapes!

Gunnar hangs up and kicks a toilet door of its hinges.

CUT TO:

16  INT. OUTSIDE SA INT AIRPORT - CAR - DAY 16

GUNNAR
I'm going to kill those kids, find them.

Gunnar rambles uncontrollably in Russian.

MATCH CUT TO:

17  INT. AIRPLANE - DAY 17

Before Dexter sits down he sees a gum rapper on his seat.
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DEXTER
(Disappointed)

I can't believe you didn't get us first class
man, you know how I feel about hygiene. Look at
this.

BEN
I'm sorry but you know the parents, and I didn't
want to use all our money on the flight. They
will be monitoring our credit cards too you
know?

18  INT AIRPLANE SEATS - CONTINUOUS ACTION 18

William is packing his bags and notices LINDY the flight attended. A
gorgeous woman in her early 20's, She walks by and waits for William to
sit down.

LINDY
Ladies and gentlemen my name is Lindy, I will be
your flight attended and safety instructor for
this flight.

...

WILLIAM
Can I get some sparkling water, gum and a CD
player? Why the hell is he having a Walkman
player? I have rights too you know?

LINDY
Unfortunately Sir, we can only provide one CD
player per three seats.

WILLIAM
I think Dexter was right.

BEN
Some water for me too please.

LINDY
And you sir?

DEXTER
Loose the SIR, please I'm 17.

Lindy points at her name tag
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LINDY
You don't have one

...

DEXTER
Do you have any internet access in this crippled
bird you are flying us on?

LINDY
No this is an airplane.

DEXTER
Why?

LINDY
Bea-

Before she could finish

DEXTER
Don't tell me.

Lindy looks furious. Dexter picks up the gum rapper-

DEXTER
What is this?

LINDY
What do I have to do with that?

DEXTER
I found this on my seat. Don't you promote
purity on this plane?

LINDY
Don't you promote the responsibility to clean up
dirt?

BEN
Hey! hey! Calm down people, this is an 18 hour
flight you don't want to fight too soon.

(re: cd player)

WILLIAM
Hey lindy, when we land can I take you out?
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LINDY
Perhaps to should stay with in your reach.

WILLIAM
If I were you I would say yes

LINDY
Well, if I were you I would shut up.

William looks at Ben and Ben looks at him.

WILLIAM
18 hours you say?

BEN
Yep

WILLIAM
I am going to enjoy this.

There's a beat

DEXTER
I don't like her

WILLIAM
I know

DEXTER
Do you mind if I do something about it?

WILLIAM
Not at all man

BEN
Dexter, I am watching you.

CUT TO:

19  INT. AIRPLANE - MOMENTS LATER 19

Lindy wearing a yellow safety jacket walks down the isle and tries to
avoid the boys as they are so eager to ask questions. She is all smiles
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LINDY
If any of you has requests just yell and someone
will be with you. If there are any catastrophic
situations please open the glass lid on your
right hand side and press that buzzer, help will
be on your way.

Alright ladies and gentlemen, we would
appreciate your co- operation, with that we
would most certainly make it to New York.

O.C

DEXTER
Ambiguous!

DEXTER CONT'D
Linndy, Lindy!

Lindy appears

DEXTER
What happens if I'm left handed?

LINDY
Are you left handed?

DEXTER
Answer my question

LINDY
Doesn't that answer your question?

DEXTER
Do you know how many people die from plane
crashes lindy?

WILLIAM
Do you even work here?

LINDY
Oh sh-

Before she could finish

BEN
Do you know anything?
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Lindy looks very uneasy.

DEXTER
Why did the chicken cross the road ha? To get
you a job?

Lindy screams out in frustration

LINDY
Security!

She turns and walks towards the security door. The door opens and we see
a very tough looking gentleman who looks ready sort out trouble.

SECURITY GUY #1
(Heroic)

What is it?

LINDY
Can you please shut those people up?

She points at a row where the boys are situated and follows him. Dexter
twists his neck to get a better look at this security guy.

BEN
OH oh!

Simultaneously when the security guy appears...

DEXTER
(miscellaneous)

What are you going to do? Jump out of the flying
plane just to get my attention?

Dexter takes his ipad, taps on it and then looks through airplane
windows. The pale security guy just stands there astonished. He looks at
William and Ben who have their heads facing forward but are dragging
their eyes trying to see what will happen next. Dexter slowly looks to
his right

DEXTER
I didn't think so.

We see the security guy moving backward, he turns and walks away. Lindy
stands there speechless. Across we see the security guy opening a door.

O.C
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What was that?

SECURITY GUY #1
The horror

BACK TO SCENE:

WILLIAM
I want my ice cream!

BEN
Dude I love this song.

DEXTER
Singer?

BEN
Katy Perry

DEXTER
I know her, she's cute. I want my own CD player!

While walking away

LINDY
I explained that

Dexter Points at an old lady.

DEXTER
look at her, she's 90 what is she going to do
with Katy Perry?

Lindy walks to the old lady

LINDY
Can I have this please?

GRANNY
For how long?

LINDY
18 hours

GRANNY
Ok

LINDY
Remind me to press charges when we land.

GRANNY
Remind me to wake up.
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She slowly goes to sleep. Lindy smiles

LINDY
Ok

Lindy realizes something and looks stunned in some way

MATCH CUT TO

20 INT. NEW YORK AIRPORT - LOBBY - MID DAY 20

The airport lobby looks very busy, people coming in from left to right,
blue, red, blue, red luggage. The boys look around amazed. William Points
out good looking girls chatting west of them.

WILLIAM
Oh shit, man this awesome!

BEN
I dreamt about this moment.

Dexter Looks fairly fascinated.

DEXTER
We'll see.

A big football guy bumps into Dexter.

FBGUY
Hey watch it!

DEXTER
Hey you watch it!

A man with a briefcase Bumps into William

LAWYERG
Get out of the way you idiot!

WILLIAM
Arhh!

Dexter smiles.

BEN
Let's get out of this crowd and get a cab. Watch
your bags!

The boys struggle but eventually move through the crowd and leave through
the main exit.
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21 EXT. OUTSIDE AIRPORT -DAY 21

They try to stop cabs but can't. Dexter gets frustrated and drags his
luggage to the middle of the road and sits on it. Cars start to pile up
and we hear a lot of frustration from the drivers. A cab is in the pile
up, Dexter leads the boys to the car.

WILLIAM
I like your methodology

Dexter Looks at the two

DEXTER
I had to do it.

BEN
Next time you think of pulling a stunt like that
tell us so we can stop you Ok?

DEXTER
Don't worry it won't happen again.

22 INT. INSIDE CAB - DAY 22

Dexter takes a seat. He looks very uncomfortable. Ben walks to the
passenger seat and opens the door.

RAJESH
That's wrong with you? Sit at the back!

BEN
(annoyed)

No

RAJESH
(Norm)

Are you robbing me?

BEN
No

Ben removes piles of papers and kicks some of them off the seat.

RAJESH
Hey watch it!

BEN
Take us to New York
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RAJESH
Alright

Dexter Pulls out a chicken wing under him

DEXTER
Oh my god!

WILLIAM
Oh oh!

Dexter leans over to check Rajesh's name tag

DEXTER
What is this Mr. Rajesh?

Rajesh Checks the review mirror, and looks calm.

RAJESH
My bad, sorry, I haven't cleaned up today.

DEXTER
Seriously?

Rajesh Looks away

DEXTER
Can you believe this? guys I could die from the
dead chicken disease and this guy just didn't
find time to clean up today?

Ben and William smile while Dexter speaks.

BEN
Yho!

DEXTER
Where do you live Mr. Rajesh?

RAJESH
Why the hell would I tell you that?

There's a beat

WILLIAM
Are you married Sir?

RAJESH
(Confident)

Yes I am happily married.
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WILLIAM
Good, I need some women advice. I will probably
get married one day. What can you tell me?

RAJESH
Well

...

(RAJESH CONT'D)
Shut up and eat.

William Smiles after a while he realizes something, then stops smiling.

BEN
Do you own a dog?

RAJESH
Of cause not

BEN
Do you fly kites Mr. RAJESH?

RAJESH
Shut up with the stupid questions!

DEXTER
What's wrong with your hair man? Did a spaceship
land on your head?

CLOSE UP:

ON Rajesh's head

WILLIAM
Why are there dead chickens in your car Mr.? Are
you the chicken killer?

William's chicks are red and he is about to burst in laughter

DEXTER
They breath you know? Like you and me.

Rajesh looks like he's about to cry.
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BEN
Ok, drop it guys he's going to cry.

DEXTER
Cry for their souls you chicken murderer.

Dexter Gabbles softly.

(DEXTER CONT'D)
He chargrilled living organisms.

William appears to have heard something from Dexter, tries hard not to
laugh.

WILLIAM
What?

DEXTER
He barbequed them

BEN
And ate them!

They laugh hilariously.

WILLIAM
Now i know why the chicken crossed the road,

DEXTER
What?

Ben smiles as if he knows just what he is going to say.

WILLIAM
It was running away from him!

They laugh again. Rajesh wipes his tears and he pulls out a pistol and
points at them.

RAJESH
That's it get out of the car! OUT! Out!

WILLIAM
Oh shit- relax Man. we are just playing with
you.

RAJESH
I don't give a crap! Get out!
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BEN
Alright! Alright

while Dexter is opening the door

DEXTER
He probably shot them.

BEN
shut up

CUT TO:

23  EXT. ROAD PAVEMENT -DAY 23

The last door closes and the three are left there standing in a least
crowded road.

DEXTER
I thought they invented comedy, what's wrong
with him?

BEN

I feel bad for the guy, Chicken killer,
seriously Guys?

WILLIAM
Let's get a cab and get outa here, and Dexter
please stop harassing people I don't want
another gun pointing at me.

DEXTER
You were all in it!

CUT TO:

24  EXT. ROAD PAVEMENT -DAY 24

Ben signals and a cab stops. They get in, everyone is quiet. The Driver
is chewing a match stick.

DRIVER
Where too boys?

BEN
New York
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25  INT. CAR -DAY 25

The car browses through the streets of New York and the boys are silent.
William and Dexter's eyes collide.

VICK

In his late 40's stops the cab and enters; he looks like he bathed in a
garbage swamp. Dexter looks uneasy

DEXTER
What is this?

BEN
Dexter!

Dexter groans

26  EXT. CAR -DAY 26

VICK carriers with him a grimy old bag, he opens it and takes out a
plastic carrier with two apples and French fries.

CRUM!

The teeth grinding against the apples sound like wooden poles being
snapped in half. Dexter looks unstable, they are all quiet and the driver
looks like he is having the time of his life.

CUT TO:

BAM! A door closes and a ravishing woman sits her self in, Dexter is
sitting next to the window on the left of the car, William is next to
Dexter, and next to William is Vick. The girl sits right next to Vick.

CRUM! We hear another clash at a faster pace. The girl looks norm. Vick
takes the French fries, rips them in half and chucks slowly this time.
Dexter looks through the window and you can't figure out whether he is
terrified or peeved, his face looks like he is about to explode from the
inside out. He breathes in quickly and then breathes out for long periods
like he is having a seizure. For a while Ben and William look straight
forward and try as hard as they can to hold them selves in. Ben and
William look at Vick but are frozen pale when he suddenly speaks with his
mouth full. Everything slows down for a fraction of a second
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VICK
Are you guys from around here?

Dexter and Ben look stunned. They both look at each other uncomfortably
and try to say something but nothing comes out of their mouths. William
looks nervous and bites his nails looking down. Things are awkward all
the way till the car stops.

CUT TO:

27  EXT. OUTSIDE THE HOUSE -MOMENTS LATER 27

ALEX

He is in his early 20's and is Dexter's cousin. He likes to party but has
good intensions.

They arrive at the house and Dexter looks ahead

BEN
Is this the place?

DEXTER
Yep this is it.

WILLIAM
Wow

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
Wow shit

The boys walk towards the house, looking around for dogs.

Alex opens the door and spots the boys, walks down the porch.

ALEX
Is that you Dex? You are so big.

DEXTER
Alex! How are you long missed cousin?

ALEX
I am good very good, and you?

DEXTER
I'm cool thanks.

Ben and William stand there flabbergasted. They obviously have never seen
Dexter communicate with a person normally.
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(DEXTER CONT'D)
Guys get over here! What are you standing there
for?

Ben and William Walk closer to them

DEXTER
Alex, these are my two best friends ever. Since
I crawled out of my moms-

BEN
Dexter!

Dexter stops

ALEX
some things never change.

DEXTER
Alex this is Ben the guy who always gets us out
of trouble somehow.

Dexter remembers something.

Ben this is Alex he's like him

(re: William)

but the American version. William this is Alex,
Alex this is William, his hair says it all.
Beware of them they are very crafty.

Alex shakes Ben's hand and then William's.

ALEX
Wow, look at how serious these gentlemen are.

William looks at Ben and Dexter. William walks pass Alex and lightly
punches him in the gut leading them to the main entrance. Ben walks pass
him and flicks his ear with his fingers,

ALEX
Arh!

William looks very comfortable with himself.
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WILLIAM
Are there any rum parties anywhere near here?

ALEX
RUM! - Parties?

Alex smiles

DEXTER
You should see him when he's drunk. He has this
theory that he can get any girl he wants.

They get inside leaving Dexter to drag the bags

DEXTER
Hey! I want to be paid for this!

CUT TO:

28  INT. IN THE HOUSE - DAY 28

They slowly move in to the house with Dexter trailing from behind, the
house looks like a mansion. no no no it is a Mansion. There's a swimming
pool, Duck pond, green grass all around.

WILLIAM
Wow!

BEN
This is it

ALEX
Yep, the place of dreams.

Dexter drops the bags

DEXTER
It's a great place you got here Alex

WILLIAM, BEN
Yeah!

William finds a comfortable sofa and throws himself on it.

WILLIAM
Ahh! The life
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ALEX
You guys should come to this party tonight

WILLIAM
This guy doesn't waste anytime does he?

ALEX
I'm sorry?

WILLIAM
No I am very thankful of that proposal and yes!
I am coming. Are you boys up for it?

ALEX
But you guys have to loose the clothes ok.

DEXTER
What's wrong with our clothes?

BEN
I love New York! What's wrong with New York?

ALEX
You don't want to come to America looking like a
tourist who likes NYC, what do you think is
going to happen?

CUT TO:

29  INT. WILLIAM'S BEDROOM -DAY 29

William, Ben, Dexter are all standing by the bed and we see William
taking out a bottle of brandy.

WILLIAM
Shots! shots! shots!

Ben Pulls out a glass

BEN
This is it boys! Parties!

William and Ben start taking shots.

DEXTER
First day in New York and you guys are drinking
come 'on
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WILLIAM
We are going to a party. Come on take some

DEXTER
No

BEN
Yes yes!

WILLIAM
Come on, what did you come here for? lets have
some fun and browse the city at least drunk.

DEXTER
can you believe that? Ben

...

BEN
We'll be fine, we won't drive around drunk. Just
have one come on

DEXTER
Fine, but what am I drinking?

WILLIAM
Just take it ok? You will feel pretty good
after.

30  INT. WILIAM'S BEDROOM -DAY 30

Ben walks to his room on the right, and Dexter is seen in agony after
taking the shot. William wobbles his body after his shot.

WILLIAM
m..aah, that's the spot.

He looks at a bag on the floor, takes it and walks to Ben's room.

31  INT. BEN'S BEDROOM -DAY 31

WILLIAM
Ben, check this out

...

Dexter appears
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DEXTER
What are you two up to?

BEN
(Intrigued)

The package! I'm impressed I thought you would
screw up.

WILLIAM
(Dreamy)

Let's have some of it now guys

BEN
No. I am responsible for you two I can't just
let you drink all the time. We will have some of
this on our way in our little adventure, on my
terms.

WILLIAM
Hey come on, I brought this to this country!

BEN
Of cause you did, do you want your dad to know
about that?

WILLIAM

(Re: Dexter)

What's gotten into him?

William looks at Ben and points at his sweater which reads "We Love You
New York"

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
You look like a conspiracy dude.

William walks pass him.

BEN
The shirt isn't that bad is it Dexter?

Before Dexter could answer

WILLIAM
Seriously dude, that won't get us chicks it will
get us shot at.

Ben signals a complaint.
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DEXTER
The T-shirt is fine.

Dexter walks closer to Ben. He is standing right next to him.

DEXTER
you should have brought the soda.

Ben and Dexter start laughing...

CUT TO:

32  INT. HOUSE - LOUNGE - DAY 32

We see the three getting ready. Dexter is tangled in cables. William puts
on his shades and notices something on the table. He takes them off.

WILLIAM
He left a note

BEN
What does it say?

WILLIAM
'You can use my car, I'll be back later. Drive
on the right side. Enjoy New York and stay outta
trouble.'

33  INT. HOUSE - DAY 33

Ben Walks over to Dexter

BEN
Dude what is with you and cables?

Ben unties him. William claps his hands twice

WILLIAM
Boys we got to go now!

BEN
OK soldier.

William grabs a bag and walks to the door.

CUT TO:
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34  EXT. HOUSE - DAY 34

The boys walk over to the jeep, doors close. Ben is in the driving seat,
William is on the passenger seat, And Dexter is behind Ben.

35  INT. INSIDE CAR - DAY 35

DEXTER
This is going to be so cool! This is where we
are going guys.

He gives the ipad to William. Ben closes the last door and looks at the
ipad.

INSERT PICTURE:

The top of the Rock Rockefeller Plaza.

BEN
lets go! Go! Go!.

The wheels burn and they drive off.

36  INT. INSIDE CAR - MOMENTS LATER 36

William turns on the stereo and the stereo is playing California Gurls by
Katy Perry.

DEXTER
Turn it up I love that song.

BEN
Snoop dog man

William pulls out a bottle of brandy.

WILLIAM
It's about time gentlemen.

We hear the scratching of the bottle cap against the bottle

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
We finally made it to New York, the city that
never sleeps

BEN
Open it up!

WILLIAM
There's only one problem.
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BEN
What?

WILLIAM
We don't have a glass.

William opens the dashboard and finds one.

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
I knew it! Now guys I don't want you to over do
this stuff, this is my first too.

William Pours

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
Big guy, have it mate.

BEN
takes a shot

There's a beat

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
Please, no disappointment please.

He pours him self. As he is pointing the glass into his mouth- He looks
at Ben. Then the glass. He moves the glass closer to his mouth, stops
with his lips open and looks at Ben again. Ben looks norm, his eyes are
on the steering wheel, he is obviously concentrating. William takes the
shot with his eyes closed.

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
Its... its like nothing.

(Re: Dexter)

Do you want some?

DEXTER
That glass was not cleaned, do you know what
kind of dirty activities where being performed
in there?

William looks cynical and pours the drink

WILLIAM
The alcohol has killed the germs Dex.

Dexter looks at him and looks down.
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(WILLIAM CONT'D)
Come on, loosen up dog.

Dexter stretches his arm to William

DEXTER
I'm not a dog.

There's a beat

(DEXTER CONT'D)
What is this detergent?

BEN
That's what I thought. You have disappointed me
William.

William starts scratching him self

WILLIAM
I feel weird.

Dexter scratches his hair

DEXTER
Me two,

The car moves faster.

DEXTER
Katy Perry's HOT!

William and Ben look at themselves, surprised they smile. The car swerves
and misses another car by centimeters, a driver sticks his head out of
the car.

DRIVER#1
Hey!

37  INT. CAR - DAY 37

Its obvious that the drink has affected them

WILLIAM
This is New York Baby! Awu! Awu! Awuuu!

Two girls walking down the street notice this and smile at him. They take
the next turn and are stuck in traffic. Cars are packed in font of them
and are pilling up behind them.
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BEN
OH COME ON!

Dexter taps on his ipad

DEXTER
WooOH!! We got to move man!

On their left there's traffic, on their right there is grass. William is
howling even louder and some of the drivers from the sides and front
start hooting

DRIVER#2
Who are these idiots?

Cars hoot in all directions. Ben looks down and sighs, then looks up

BEN
I'm sick of this!

DEXTER, WILLIAM
YEAH!

Ben turns the car and drives pass the sidewalk and on the grass. He
accelerates and the car storms off. We hear a lot of rejoicing

BEN
WoOH!!

WILLIAM
We love America! awu! Awu! Awu!

The drivers stuck in traffic look amazed and some start cheering the boys
as they pass screaming WooH!! The jeep bounces up and down.

38  EXT. POLICE CAR - CONTINUOUS ACTION 38

A traffic cop spots them and begins the chase. Loud Sirens are heard.

39  INT. CAR - DAY 39

WILLIAM
Are those the cops?

BEN
shit
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WILLIAM
(Sobbing)

This is hard

DEXTER
Skip the cops and let's get outa here.

MR. ANDERSON (V.O)
Pull over! Pull over NOW!

40  INT. CAR - CONTINUOUS ACTION 40

50 meters away from the perpendicular traffic Ben pulls over.

A policeman gets out of his vehicle and walks to the jeep. Ben looks
straight front and closes the window. The policeman knocks on the window
he doesn't look pleased.

MR. ANDERSON
What are you boys doing?

There's a beat

(MR. ANDERSON CONT'D)
(Infuriated)

Get out of the car! All of you! And turn that
off!

Ben lowers the volume of the stereo. Ben rolls down his window with a
smug smile.

BEN
What have we done wrong officer?

MR. ANDERSON
What do you mean what have you done wrong? You
are breaking the laws of the road! You have the
right to remain silent anything you sa-

  right there William looks at the officer and freaks out

WILLIAM
Forgive us Sir we will never do it again.

Ben starts sniffing and looks at his badge. He gets uncomfortably close
to his face.
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BEN
Who exactly are you arresting Mr? Anderson?

Dexter lowers his window

DEXTER
Have you ever been high jacked Mr.?

Mr. Anderson tries to speak but Dexter cuts him off.

(DEXTER CONT'D)
We were trying to avoid being carjacked by those
guys over there.

MR. ANDERSON
Am I supposed to believe that?

DEXTER
Hey hey! this is your country, I didn't bring
crime here.

MR. ANDERSON
Hey hey! I am the cop here, get out! All of you
now! You are under arrest for wild driving.

BEN
Is there any rule in America that says you can't
drive on the grass?

MR. ANDERSON
(Stunned)

a-

before he could finish.

Ben turns the volume up and snoop dog is rapping on Katy Perry California
Gurls. As the traffic decreases in front William stops his tearless
crying. He gives Ben a head signal

BEN, WILLIAM, DEXTER
Try to Stop US!

Ben accelerates blowing dust and grass particles on the cops face.

MR. ANDERSON
Arh!!
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We hear allot rejoicing

WILLIAM
Awu! Awu!

DEXTER
Yeah! WooH!! Free world Baby!

41  EXT. ROAD - CONTINUOUS ACTION 41

The boys drive off. Mr. Anderson stumbles to his car. He tries to chase
but all the drivers have been inspired in some way. We hear howling from
the drivers. The atmosphere changes and there's chaos everywhere. Many
the cars start cutting the grass and no one is waiting for anyone. The
situation is out of hand for the policeman. Mr. Anderson Picks up the
radio.

MR. ANDERSON
I need back up! We have a problem here, three
men on a brown jeep headed south park. I need
back up now!

CUT TO:

POLICE DEPARTMENT(V.O)
NY police department how can we help you?

DRIVER #3
Someone drove into my car

CUT TO:

PEDESTRIAN #1
There's chaos everywhere please help!

CUT TO:

42  EXT. ROAD - MOMENTS LATER 42

We see an average American family, two kids boy and girl both age 10. A
man and women at their late 30s and an elderly woman late 60's.

CLOSE UP:

ON THE TV

NEWS REPORTER
Tell us what you saw Sir?
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EYES WITNESS
I saw it all, I was there when it all happened.
They drove right here.

The eye witness points at the grass

(EYES WITNESS CONT'D)
The police man caught them, but I don't know why
he didn't arrest them. What the hell were you
doing officer?

MR. ANDERSON
Oh shut up!

EYE WITNESS
(babbles)

At first I thought they were drunk, but even
drunk people fear the cops, these kids are from
another planet. They are dangerous and need to
be stopped! 

The eye witness walks away

CUT TO:

43 INT. TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT - DAY 43

TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT SPOKESPERSON
We have their car registration number we are
tracking them down.

MATCH CUT TO:

44 INT. GUNNAR'S MANSION RUSSIA -DAY 44

Gunnar is surrounded by man in white coats. A phone rings

GUNNAR
Nikki

NIKKI
They are in New York.

GUNNAR
Find them! I am on my way.

He Hangs up

CUT TO:
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45  INT. CAR - NIGHT 45

They take a left and there's a police car in front of their house. Ben
quickly turns the car unnoticed.

BEN
Shit! We can't go back they are waiting for us.
We'll sleep in the car.

DEXTER
Oh man

BEN
There's no other way

MATCH CUT TO:

46 INT. UNDER A TREE - CAR - MORNING 46

A brown jeep hides under a tree. Birds are singing and there is an
occasional splash of the running of wheels from the cars passing by. Ben
slowly moves his mouth open and he hits his head on the steering wheel.
There's a loud hooting, William jumps and screams

WILLIAM
Aarh!!

CLOSE UP:

ON DEXTER

Dexter Quickly opens his eye lids, checks the left and the right. Looks
forward and closes them with relief.

DEXTER
Guys, what the hell are you doing?

William has not stopped screaming. 

Ben looks up at the rear view mirror and notices a policeman looking
inside the fourth car behind them.

BEN
We got to go.

Ben shifts the gear and accelerates.

(BEN CONT'D)
If we are going to survive we have to lay low.
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William turns up the stereo volume

READER (V.O)
The police are on the hunt for three male
teenagers on a brown jeep, they are said to be
reckless drivers.

DEXTER
I don't believe this, we have been here for less
than 24 hours and we already fugitives.

BEN
What the hell happened?

WILLIAM
I have no idea.

Dexter Flips open a cellphone

DEXTER
I'm calling my cousin I can't live like this

WILLIAM
What will you tell him?

DEXTER
That you got us into this

WILLIAM
What the! He fled the scene

BEN
Hey hey! I was saving your asses.

DEXTER
Shh shh!

PHONE CALL CONVERSATION

(DEXTER CONT'D)
Hi cous, we ran into a little trouble.

ALEX (V.O)
A little trouble?

DEXTER
(uneasy)

Ok, allot of trouble. But what can we do?
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ALEX (V.O)
Give Ben the phone

Dexter hands the phone to Ben.

BEN
Hello

ALEX (V.O)
You guys are in shit trouble; this is New York
you know? They won't let you go; they will do
anything for a story.

BEN
Look man we need to fix this.

ALEX (V.O)
The only way you could probably get out of this
one without having a jail sentence is calling
your parents.

BEN
What?!

...

Ben looks behind him

(BEN CONT'D)
We can't tell our parents.

Dexter and William shake their heads

(BEN CONT'D)
Not going to happen, look whatever you do don't
tell them please we have got enough on our
hands. We will figure something out.

CUT TO:

47  EXT. METAL CRUSHER HARBOR - DAY 47

They drive into a local metal crusher and hide out there.

48  INT. CAR - LATER 48

William looks bored, Ben is taking a nap and Dexter is busy on his ipad.
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WILLIAM
I can't do this anymore I came to New York to
party, not sit around in some chop shop. Borrow
me your phone Dexter

Dexter hands him the phone and he starts dialing

WILLIAM
Hey bro this is William

ALEX
Dude you are missing out man what the hell where
you thinking?

WILLIAM
Nah man the cops can wait, they have nothing on
us. If they will arrest us, then they will
arrest the other 200 people who drove on the
grass yesterday.

Ben and Dexter look at him then look at each other.

ALEX
Seriously?

WILLIAM
Yeah

ALEX
Awesome then.

WILLIAM
I want to party, any gigs tonight?

ALEX
Hell yeah, this is New York.

WILLIAM
That's what I'm talking about.

William Hangs up

WILLIAM
Let's go party guys, like we planned to.

DEXTER
It looks like that military brain is useful
after all.
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BEN
Yeah

MATCH CUT TO

49  EXT. CAR - NIGHT 49

The jeep and another car stops at a clothe shop

BEN
Why are we here?

ALEX
This is the place gentlemen. My friend owns this
place, but we can use it for the night.

Alex unlocks the glass door.

DEXTER
If this is a shop then where are the customers?

ALEX
At the party

50  INT. SHOP - NIHGT 50

The place has all kinds of latest fashion wear material and accessories,
Gucci, Prada, Giorgio Armani and all other.

BEN
Wow

DEXTER
Awesome!

WILLIAM
Shit

William grabs a glowing Nike Sneaker.

WILLIAM
This is mine

51  INT. SHOP - NIGHT 51

The boys gear up like never before

CUT TO:
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52  EXT. JEEP CAR - NIGHT 52

Their jeep follows a car driven by Alex

53  INT. JEEP CAR- NIGHT 53

WILLIAM
I will have some of this

William opens the back pack and pulls out the bottle pours him self the
drink.

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
Anyone?

BEN
Bring it

Ben and Dexter take sips

MATCH CUT TO:

54  INT. BRASS CLUB - NIGHT 54

They arrive at the door and head towards the noise, disco lights are
flashing as the four push through the crowd all the way to the bar table.

We see a group of American teenagers

ALEX
Hey guys this is Ben, William and my cousin
Dexter.

WILLIAM
Hey guys!

THE CREW
Hey!

WILLIAM
wooOH!!

The music cuts off awkwardly.

55  INT. BRASS CLUB DANCE FLOOR - NIGHT 55

The music starts again. It's quite obvious that the drink has kicked the
boys.
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Dexter starts dancing like a very flexible drunk robot. The crowd notices
him and William joins him as he jumps from a table and flies through and
lands on the crowd. Ben is left amazed and laughing. The girls join the
dancing too. Ben is called to the dance floor and later the dance floor
is owned by the three. Ben notices

CHLOE

Age 21 she is a beautiful looking girl, there's a sweet bright light over
her. When the lights are on her everything seems flowery.

Ben's face falls but he hesitates to go to her, CHLOE looks at him and
smiles then looks away. The two obviously would like to see each other
again.

THE FALELO BOYS.

Notice this. They are one of the clubs elites who metaphorically own the
place, they are not nice and do not like competition. Some are B Boy
dancers and baseball players.

WoooO! Dexter screams and the boys go wild. The music cuts off, one of
the FALELO BOYS cuts the cables and the music stops. Ben notices this and
walks over to confront them

BEN
Hey what the hell do you think you are doing?

O.C

BAM!

There is a Knock out sound and a fall. Ben appears to be out cold on the
floor.

WILLIAM
BEN!

William steps up and starts fighting; Dexter is taking pictures and
posting them on you tube.

WILLIAM
Hey Dex some help here.

The crowd is amazed and now traumatized. We hear screams. A girl calls
911
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GIRL#1
(frightened)

They beat my boyfriend! Please come now!

The boys go wild beating the crap out of THE FALELO BOYS.

Ben stands up holding his chin. He walks over to free dexter and william.
He notices that Chloe is held hostage screaming. He walks over to their
boss, taps him on his shoulder.

BAM!

The guy falls and drops the knife he was holding. the rest of his crew
move closer to Ben.

Sasha notices all the commotion, There is one Striking gun shot in the
air. Everybody screams and some of THE FALELO BOYS are captured. They
look beaten up.

Ben looks at Chloe.

BEN
Are you Ok?

CHLOE
Yes, Thanks.

...

BEN
Can i see you again?

Ben Smiles slightly, Sasha appears from the darkness and the three boys
see him and start running.

WILLIAM
We have to go

BEN
Can i?

CHLOE
Yes

Chloe stands there smiling and watches as the three run off to the back
of the club
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56 INT. BRASS CLUB BACK - DAY 56

There is a chase all the way to the back. William quickly opens the door
and they escape.

CUT TO:

57  INT. BRASS CLUB - NIGHT 57

We see a news reporter

NEWSR#1
It's been confirmed that the teenagers who
disturbed traffic yesterday where here and
brutally assaulted these gentlemen.

58  INT. BRASS CLUB DANCE FLOOR - DAY 58

We see a guy speaking with a reporter

WITNESS
At first they were cool, we were partying then
suddenly a fight was started by these idiots
over here.

(re: THE FALELO BOYS.)

They are not bad people.

CUT TO:

59  INT. CAR - MINUTES LATER 59

WILLIAM
Wooh!!

DEXTER
What the hell is it with the cops?

BEN
Did you hear that song man?

DEXTER
Katy?

BEN
Yeah!

WILLIAM
We should make our own party guys
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DEXTER
Yeah!

BEN
Let's have Katy at our party

DEXTER
I want her to perform at our party.

William turns his neck and looks at Dexter.

WILLIAM
Shit

BEN
This is going to be big!

WILLIAM
Ah Yeah!

BEN
Last Friday Night

DEXTER
Yes!

WILLIAM
We will have to get Kenny G too

BEN
We will get him.

WILLIAM
(whispers)

I can see it! The crowd T.G.I.F T.G.I.F T.G.I.F

There's much rejoicing from the boys.

There's a beat

BEN
I have to see her again.

WILLIAM
Did you get her name?

BEN
I couldn't I was knocked out. But we have to
find her

DEXTER
Don't worry we will find her.
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CUT TO:

60  EXT. CHOPSHOP - LATER 60

Ben drives the jeep in some bushes in the yard of the chop shop. They
walk together to the house

DEXTER
This is a bad idea

BEN
Relax we'll tell him that we need a place to
crash; these are Americans they should be happy
to help us.

WILLIAM
Yeah tell them we are lost puppies that happen
to be fugitives, let me do the talking.

William walks in the door and speaks to an older man. Shots are fired and
Dexter looks startled. Ben looks disappointed and shakes his head. We see
William flying all the way to the corner carrying his heart with his bear
hands.

BEN
You see? This is exactly why your parents told
me to look after you. Stay right here!

Ben walks to the house; he later opens the door to call the other two.
Dexter and William stand there.

BEN
Come on in, do you want him to change his mind?

The two get closer and eventually go in.

JACK
I am really sorry for that misunderstanding Sir,
would you like anything with that shower?

Dexter has the largest smile you have ever seen.

MATCH CUT TO:
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61  INT. CAR - MORNING 61

We see Dexter looking very neat typing something on a laptop. Ben is
standing on his shoulder. On the table we see a pen and pad. William is
drinking a soda. Ben stretches his arm to show Dexter something on the
laptop.

DEXTER
D. don't

Ben raises his both hands, gives up and walks away.

WILLIAM
What you got?

A phone rings Dexter raises his hand to signal 'hold on' to William.

DEXTER
Cuz how are you doing?

ALEX
Don't ask me how I am doing where the hell are
you?

DEXTER
We are in a safe place.

ALEX
I'm going to call your parents and tell them
everything

There's a beat

Dexter looks at the two

DEXTER
He is going to call mom

BEN
Give me the phone

Ben grabs the phone

BEN
Alex, you don't have to do this we going find a
way to prove ourselves not guilty of any of
these alleged crimes I promise you.

ALEX
fine
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Ben hangs up.

DEXTER
She's in LA, and fortunately for us there's a
celebrity party going on tonight.

WILLIAM
Wooh!!

DEXTER
But how will we convince her? Technically we are
fugitives.

WILLIAM
We are not fugitives, what happened to America
all those movies we watched, the stories we
read?

BEN
New York the City that never sleeps is now
asleep, it's our responsibility to wake it up.

DEXTER
Like Alex said we are just news to them.

WILLIAM
And news for us are good, if we want this party
to be cool we have to prove ourselves to these
people.

BEN
Show them that we love New York

DEXTER
We love America

WILLIAM
Remind them of a City they once had.

BEN
It's time gentlemen.

DEXTER
We will make the biggest party in history.

William turns to look at Dexter
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WILLIAM
Shit

BEN
We need to be soft and smooth no bullshit.

DEXTER
What if she says no?

William Pulls out the bottle

WILLIAM
There no harm with a little confidence ha?

BEN
Ha ha ha. No screw ups this our only way out of
here.

CUT TO:

62  EXT. LA HOME OF JACK BLACK - NIGHT 62

A jeep drive into a parking sport diagonally taking place for two cars
outside a mansion. Music and screams are heard.

63  EXT. CAR LA HOME OF JACK BLACK - NIGHT 63

WILLIAM
Do you want us to get a ticket?

BEN
Relax this is a private home and anyway there's
no way we can be scratched now.

DEXTER
This is it boys

WILLIAM
Yep! The women, I can't wait. Some juice
gentlemen.

William takes a sip and the others do the same. We see three security
guys in front of the house. The boys go around the back, only to find
another one holding a gun. Ben notices some chef costumes in a bin.

CUT TO:
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64  EXT. LA HOME OF JACK BLACK NIGHT 64

We see the boys in Chef costumes moving to the back door. Ben is leading
the two, looking very serious. Dexter is in the middle, he looks very
nervous and his head is facing down. William is carrying a frying pan and
is waving it in the air. He is already dancing to the music.

65  INT. LA HOME OF JACK BLACK - NIGHT 65

BEN
This is too easy

They get in and take of the clothes. They move to the party area, the
three of them walk around looking for Katy Perry.

WILLIAM
Guys, I'm going in

William moves into the stage and is noticed by the celebrities.

DEXTER
Katy Perry!

WILLIAM
Is Katy here?

William's eyes are kind of dreamy. Ben walks up the stage and picks up a
mike. He hits it twice with his index finger. Dexter and William walk
towards him. Ben looks at the DJ

BEN
Cut the music, cut cut cut the music!

Ben stares at him, and then the music stops.

(BEN CONT'D)
I am sorry for the disturbance Ladies And
Gentlemen, believe me I would love to leave but
I am looking for someone. Katy Perry! Are you
here?

William walks over to him

WILLIAM
Katy Perry we need to talk to you.
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GIRL#2
Guys! It's them!

The crowd is startled. We hear uproars and cheers.

CUT TO:

66  INT. NEW YORK AIRTPORT INTE - NIGHT 66

Gunnar is holding a cellphone to his ear in a hurry getting through the
crowd in the hall way, followed by his goons.

GUNNAR
What do you have?

NIKKI
They have been sported in a Black Jack's Home. I
will be there in thirty minutes.

GUNNAR
Find them, I am right behind you.

CUT BACK TO SCENE:

A shaken William tries to make peace.

WILLIAM
Calm down everybody, we are just looking for
Katy Perry.

MAN#1
Why are you doing this to our country?

DEXTER
What are you talking about? This is New York.
Are you from around here?

MAN#1
How did they get here? Leave now before we call
security!

DEXTER
Why is he talking too much?

Ben shakes his head. the crowd silences itself.
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BEN
Look, we know that the government wants us, we
know that some citizens want us, we know that we
might have disappointed our own country. But we
also know that we didn't come here as fugitives

DEXTER
No

BEN
We came here as three teenagers who loved New
York and believe me you we still do, but we
don't want to be chased around anymore. We know
that a Tv channel is broadcasting this and we
would like to apologize to the whole country for
our behavior. We promise to-

William and Dexter clear their throats. Ben looks at them

BEN
What the hell am I doing? Why the hell am I
apologizing? We didn't do anything wrong

The crowd roars again.

DEXTER
Define wrong!

There's a beat

WILLIAM
What happened to the free spirits? The party
animals of New York, the guys who wouldn't go
home just because the clubs are closing, the
one's who would sleep at 5 AM in the morning not
because the party ended then but because they
want to?

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
Where are they? Why aren't they here? We are
looking for them. They know we are not guilty of
anything and we know and understand how they
are!
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67  INT. SOMEWHERE IN NEW YORK - NIGHT 67

Dudes are cheering and bottling down beers.

68 INT. SOMEWHERE IN NEW YORK - NIGHT 68

A crowd in a party is going wild after watching the news.

69  INT. SOMEWHERE IN NEW YORK - NIGHT 69

We see Latino people saying we love those boys

70  INT. SOMEWHERE IN NEW YORK - NIGHT 70

A secretary in the high Secret service bursts in cheers after the cameras
flash on William.

DEXTER
By those words people we are here to stay, no
apologies no transgressions. Though you have to
understand us, we are not from here, so if you
put trouble in front of us we will fight our way
out of there.

Dexter browses at the people in the party who are obviously looking at
him.

(DEXTER CONT'D)
You guys need to lighten up.

Dexter Walks away with a smile. We see Chloe watching the feeds of that
party and smiling and pointing at the screen, we see Ben smiling. Her
friends are there.

CUT TO:

71  INT. LA - HOME OF JACK BLACK - CONTINUOUS ACTION 71

JACK BLACK

is a mid 30's power house, smoking a cigar and a holding a glass with
scotch on the other hand.

Security appears

JACK BLACK
GET EM OUTA HERE!

WILLIAM, DEXTER, BEN
What!
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BEN
Come on, we are trying to make peace here.

DEXTER
let go of me!

BEN
are you just going to stand there and let this
happen?

there crowd is in shock, they don't know what to do.

72  INT. LA - HOME OF JACK BLACK - DAY 72

They are carried all the way to the supplies room.

73  INT. LA - HOME OF JB - SUPPLIES ROOM - DAY 73

Two bouncers are standing at the door from the outside

Ben moves around stressing.

DEXTER
I can't believe this, I want a drink

Ben stares at him

BEN
No! We are in this mess because of that stupid
drink!

WILLIAM
Give him Ben. Give me

BEN
What? You can't be serious this is your fault
you know?

WILLIAM
What?! We are all in this!

Their voices rise
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DEXTER
Would you two just shut up! There's no use
fighting it's our only way out! By now we all
know that this whatever the hell it is triggers
something in our bodies. We might get into more
trouble but it's the only chance of escape we
got. we can't be here any longer, the cops are
on their way. 

BEN
We are in trouble.

They take their shots

There's a beat INT. SUPPLIES ROOM - CONTINUOUS ACTION 73

DEXTER
We have to take our chances.

Dexter picks up a chair and breaks a window, but it's burglar bared.

(DEXTER CONT'D)
HELP!

WILLIAM
Somebody HELP!

Ben knocks the roof with a broom.

74  INT. EXT SUPPLIES ROOM - NIGHT 74

SEC GUARD#1
What the hel-

We hear (V.O) "get over here now" from a radio.

(SEC GUARD#1 CONT'D)
Get in there and shut them up. I will be back in
five

Sec guard#1 leaves and Ralf nods

75  INT. POLICE DEPARTMENT - NIGHT 75

POLICE WOMEN
What can i help you with?

JACK BLACK
I have the fugitives
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POLICE WOMEN
Who?

JACK BLACK
The guys who have been shown all over the news.

POLICE WOMEN
Where are you?

CUT TO:

76  INT. EXT SUPPLIES ROOM - NIGHT 76

Ralf the only bouncer with them. He keeps holding his back showing signs
of a back problem. Dexter notices this and smiles

RALF
You are going to have to stop that or I will put
you to sleep!

DEXTER
Guys

The boys look at him

DEXTER CONT'D
I have a plan.

WILLIAM
Wha-

DEXTER
Just play along ok?

Dexter gets up

DEXTER
Due all respect Mr. Security guy what's your
name?

RALF
Shut up

DEXTER
Why do you have to be ruff man? I am just asking
for your name.

RALF
I don't care

Dexter moves back to sit down
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DEXTER
Mine is Dexter.

There's a beat

RALF
I am Ralf.

Dexter rises again

DEXTER
I can see you have a back problem.

RALF
I don't have a back problem its just temporal
pain.

DEXTER
You know research proves that if you fight a
virus while it's still in its early stages you
can destroy it but if you don't it will grow and
eat you alive.

RALF
I don't have a virus!

DEXTER
I am just trying to help.

RALF
No you are not

DEXTER
Let me help

RALF
Bouncers always have to stand up never sit down
the whole day and night with no sleep.

We here sirens from a distance. Dexter notices William stressing, and
walks over to the boys.

DEXTER
Calms down boys we are almost out of here.

Dexter walks back to Ralf.
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DEXTER CONT'D
I have been doing yoga since I was a kid and my
grand mother had the same problem as you. She
always liked working you know? cleaning. I can
help you.

RALF
Why should I trust you?

DEXTER
Hey, look at me. If I try anything stupid you
can always snap me in half right? Dexter gulps

RALF
Right

DEXTER
This works on everybody I guarantee. Now bend
over standing up and put your hands between your
legs. Bend really hard and you will feel
something snap after that you will be fine.

Ralf does so

William and Ben notice this and start laughing as Dexter grabs his hands
tightly and pushes him over with a his feet. With no hands for balance he
falls face first and is out. They all burst in laughter!

BEN
Is he still alive?

WILLIAM
Don't they teach bouncers the art of self
defense?

DEXTER
Hey, that works on anybody.

William gets the keys from him and all three walk out the door only to
find the cops waiting for them.

POLICEMAN#1
boys

he has a smug smile.

There's a beat.
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77  INT. LA - HOME OF JACK BLACK - NIGHT 77

Escorted by the policemen William, Ben and Dexter are on their way out
they notice the crowd and the crowd notices them, the drink kicks in.

WILLIAM
Hands off! Don't touch me!

Ben stands tall against the two policemen and we hear sirens ringing
louder.

BEN
HEY! leave us alone!

Ben frees himself from the police hands

POLICEMAN#1
FREEZE! HANDS IN THE AIR!

POLICEMAN#1 points them with a gun

William and Dexter quickly put their hands in the air and make a dance
sarcastically.

BEN
What are you going to do shoot us? Really? ooH!
I am so afraid he's going to shoot me.

Policeman#1 freezes and thinks, Ben walks to Policeman#2, looks at him
from a birds eye view. Sniffs him and goes all the way down to his hands,
Policeman#2 is muddled and speechless. Policeman#2 snaps and aims the
pistol at Ben

BEN
Duncan Donuts ha? What are you going to do?
Really if you shoot me now what do you think is
going to happen? Mxm! Idiots

Ben looks away and walks to the exit. William walks to policeman#1 and
moves close to his face

WILLIAM
CRACKHEAD!

William Laughs timidly. Dexter walks to the policeman#3 as they are all
moving out, he waves to slam him in the face but psychs him off, the
policeman jumps.

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
We rule boy-boy
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The crowd laughs their asses off but some have their jaws wide open.

OUTSIDE THE HOUSE:

They get in the car laughing as they drive off. William plays a cd and we
hear Katy Perry's song playing again. California Gurls

BEN
We still have to find Katy.

DEXTER
Don't worry we will find her.

FADE TO:

78  INT. PRESS MEETING - LATE NIGHT 78

SASHA
I am sorry that this has gone so far, I have now
deployed my best troops I will hunt down these
criminals. I promise to protect the civilians of
the United States. I will hunt them down my
self, I will have bear traps all over the city,
have no fear America.

CUT TO:

79 INT. JEEP CAR - NIGHT 79

Dexter is busy on his ipad

DEXTER
I found her! Thank god for twitter,

WILLIAM
Where?

DEXTER
She's having a party right now. In boulevard
street

BEN
Guys we have to change clothes or we won't even
get through the door.
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WILLIAM
I will call Alex

William dials his phone

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
Hey... We need some clothes man we are going to
this party...

ALEX (V.O)
What? No! Don't do it they will jail you. How
are you even alive right now?

WILLIAM
This is the only way we can make peace you got
to help us man.

ALEX
You guys are crazy; you know there's no way out
of this?

WILLIAM
We are going to do it, will you help us?

Alex sighs

ALEX
Yes. Do you still have the jeep?

WILLIAM
Of cause we do

ALEX
Then tells meet at the place 30 minutes.

80  INT. CLOTHE SHOP - DAY 80

Dexter gets out of the shower, William and Ben are getting into gear.

WILLIAM
Will you come with us?

ALEX
No, you guys are too much trouble

WILLIAM
We won't do anything; we won't drink anything I
promise.
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ALEX
You all promise?

DEXTER, WILLIAM & BEN
Yes

CUT TO:

81  EXT. KATY PERRY'S HOUSE - NIGHT 81

A brown jeep moves into a driveway. Alex follows in his own car.

BOUNCER
Hey

The bouncer stops the three

ALEX
They are with me

BOUNCER
Alright.

82  INT. HOUSE - CONTINUOUS ACTION 82

DEXTER
How did you become so famous?

ALEX
We are Americans, we are all famous.

The three have thinking faces. There's a celebrity atmosphere and many
people making toasts and speeches

WILLIAM
What the hell is this a memorial?

DEXTER
It looks like tea party. Look there's Barbie.

ALEX
I will not make a fool of myself, do what you
have to do.

William gets up on the mike

WILLIAM
Hi everybody

O.C
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It's them!

WILLIAM
Calm down people, please! For the last time we
are here looking for Katy Perry, is she here?

...

KATY
Yes

The crowd silences it self

WILLIAM
Wow there she is, Guys!

Ben smiles and laughs at him.

WILLIAM
Will you please perform at our party?

KATY
Why the hell would I do that you are fugitives!

BEN
We are not fugitives, we are not bad people, we
are just not understood. You all have to stop
treating us like this. Believe it or not I am a
tourist ok?

...

BEN CONT'D
Anyway, to the people who like us we like you
two.

(re: Katy)

We love your music and we are making this party
and it needs you Katy Perry and of course you
guys

WILLIAM
Yeah!

BEN
Yeah!
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KATY
You sound like a bunch of day dreaming kids. Get
back in line.

DEXTER
We crossed all the lines to get to you

KATY
I didn't ask you to.

DEXTER
You just did.

There's a beat

(DEXTER CONT'D)
I know you are a busy lady but the whole world
will be at this party I mean even 50 cent will
be there hopefully come on GO to The PARTY!

KATY
I can't do it, what is wrong with these people
please

WILLIAM
Look Katy Perry, we... you are the only person
whom which we can apologize to or beg, but I
don't want to have to do that. That will like
take away all my points and shit.

KATY
What's your point?

William stands there and thinks. Dexter clears his throat.

DEXTER
alright, this has gonw too far.  Look Katy, this
is not about us, not about our ego's not about
our pride or anything that fits in the sentence.
This is about America, USA, New York and you
beautiful woman are in the middle of it, without
you we should or will be in jail or dead I
think.
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KATY
Get to the point

DEXTER
We are inviting everybody. I am talking
Australians, Africans, Asian, Europeans and
Americans to this party it will be the biggest
party in history. Think of what this will do for
you. We want you to perform for us just two
songs from your last album, just two.

If this helps in anyway, I have always had a
crush on you so if you will not do this for all
your fans, friends, family, and people all over
the world who will be there or these guys over
here.

Dexter points at Ben and William

(DEXTER CONT'D)
Then please do it for me.

Dexter, nervous, walks back looking forward and pulls a smile just as he
is about to turn.

KATY
But you guys are wanted I can't work with ...
You are putting me on the sport here. I will
loose fans. No, I am sorry can't do it.

BEN
Ok, look, tomorrow we going to a news station to
address the whole world that we not here to make
trouble, if they accept us will you come sing at
our party?

KATY
Fine.

The crowd goes wild after hearing that.

KATY
I don't work for free.

WILLIAM
Cash?
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DEXTER
I should have seen this one coming

BEN
When last have you seen a broke fugitive, we
will figure something out.

Katy smiles.

DEXTER
bring Kenny please.

CUT TO:

83  EXT. HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER 83

BEN
Meet you guys in the car.

Ben moves to the men's room.

84  EXT. HOUSE - NIHGT 84

The two boys leave to the car and Gunnar shows up with his gang they are
dragged and stuffed into a car and held on gun point.

85  EXT. GUNNAR'S CAR - CONTINUOUS ACTION 85

GUNNAR
Hello sunny boy where is my package?

We hear a blow

GUNNAR
Where is it?!

GUNNAR
Where is the other idiot?

WILLIAM
I don't know what you are talking about.

Nikki punches William in the face again, Dexter wants to say something
but doesn't.

DEXTER
Who are you?
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GUNNAR
My bag was exchanged with this.

Gunnar Takes out the bottle of alcohol

GUNNAR
Where the hell is the other one?

Dexter gets clapped in the face by Nikki. Gunnar's car drives off as the
police appear.

86  EXT. HOUSE - CONTINUOUS ACTION 86

Ben walks outside the house and notices the two are not in the jeep and
the jeep is surrounded by policemen, Ben stands there alone, and the wind
blows. There's a phone call

GUNNAR (V.O)
Ben I want my property, if you did anything to
it I will kill em both and come for you.

Gunnar hangs up and Ben who fuming with guilt and anger starts walking

BEN
Come on, think think.

CUT TO:

87  EXT. POLICE DEPARTMENT - NIGHT 87

On a dark night outside the New York City police Department a yellow cab
stops and Ben walks out looking very weary. He walks all the way to the
main entrance and enters. Ben wonders around inside the police station.

BEN
Excuse me where can I find Officer Sasha?

SASHA
FREEZE! HANGS IN THE AIR!

The rest of the police officers drag their guns out

BEN
Calm down people I am here at peace
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SASHA
Peace my ass I am arresting you. You have the
right to remain silent-

BEN
Please don't use this against me in the court of
law; at this point I don't have the right to
remain silent. I need your help.

Shasha cuffs him

BEN
My two friends have been captured by some mob
boss

SASHA
Mob boss? Who?

BEN
He sounded like a mob boss he said was going to
kill my friends for some package we stole from
him but, but we didn't steal anything

SASHA
Are you sure you didn't steal anything

BEN
If anything we had the same bag, and bottle of
brandy

SASHA
Bottle of brandy

BEN
Yes

SASHA
What was in the bottle of brandy?

BEN
I have a feeling that this is important to you.
So if I give it to you I am going to have ask
you for something please help my-

Before he could finish
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Sasha points him with a gun

SASHA
The package

BEN
Ok ok it's in the bag, but please help my
friends.

SASHA
This could be it

Sasha looks very excited.

We finally got him.

SASHA
Gunnar, the Russian mob boss was in Cape Town
South Africa making an exchange to an American
mob boss. The exchange was about a new
catastrophic chemical. It's believed to be in
Gunnar's intentions to drug the American water
stream to turn Americans into wild goose. So he
never made it.

(SASHA CONT'D)
When did he take your friends?

BEN
About 45 min ago.

SASHA
You are going to have to call him Tell him 9am
sharp.

BEN
Shouldn't we give him now

SASHA
We can't catch them at night that could risk the
lives of my men

BEN
My friends could be hurt!

SASHA
I understand but we have to do this my way or
your friends won't even make it. Call him
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Ben redials the number

BEN
Gunnar?

GUNNAR
If you don'-

Sasha looks at Ben and indicates that he should be firmer.

BEN
Be at the abandoned warehouse 5 miles east of
New York harbor 9am.

Ben hangs up.

BEN
Are you sure we are not pushing it.

SASHA
No, that's how you treat mobsters. Just remember
you boys are headed straight to court after
this.

BEN
Ohh come 'on!

MATCH CUT TO:

88  INT. NEAR NEW YORK HARBOR - MORNING 88

A brown jeep drives in a dry road next to tall grass on a cloudy day. Ben
looks nervous On the cell phone.

BEN
Thanks for the jeep

SASHA (V.O)
You're welcome. You know? I like what you are
doing around the city, but only if you didn't
insult policeman while you were at it.

BEN
Policeman need to lighten up.

The jeep passes a camouflaged black car, which lies in the tall grass.

CUT TO:
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89  INT. BLACK CAR - CONTINUOUS ACTION 89

Nikki is wearing all black.

NIKKI
Everything is clear.

Gunnar hangs up

90  EXT. NEW YORK HARBOR FRONT - DAY 90

The jeep drives into the front of the NEW YORK HARBOR and Ben gets out.
He is later kicked in the gut by Gunnar. Men appear from behind and take
off his back pack.

GUNNAR
Good, time to test it. If you tried to screwed
me I promise you I will kill you and your
friends.

91  INT. NEW YORK HARBOR BACK- DAY 91

the boys are tied up in a van, we hear moaning. Rico kicks the van twice

RICO
Shut up!

92  INT. NEW YORK HARBOR FRONT- CONTINUOUS ACTION 92

A man in a white coat takes a drop and mixes it with a solution.

CLOSE UP:

ON THE Solution, it turns blue. Gunnar gets frustrated and picks up a
phone and dials.

GUNNAR
Kill them.

CUT TO:

93  INT. NEW YORK HARBOR BACK- CONTINUOUS ACTION 93

RICO
Alright boss

Rico corks his gun.

There is a beat
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94  INT. NEW YORK HARBOR BACK- CONTINUOUS ACTION 94

Rico is about to shoot but Sasha appears behind him, taps him on the
shoulder

SASHA
Hey

Sasha punches him out

FADE TO BLACK

THERE'S A WHITE SCREEN THE VAN OPENS

Change the focus into moaning boys in the van

SASHA
You guys ok?

Dexter and William moan even harder, Sasha knocks out a guy with an elbow
from behind him. Sasha unties them and looks heroic. His men arrive.

SASHA
Get these two to safety

DEXTER
Thank you.

SASHA
Come on, go!

CUT TO:

95  INT. NEW YORK HARBOR FRONT - DAY 95

Gunnar pulls out a gun and points it at Ben.

GUNNAR
Do you know who you are dealing with? You
screwed the wrong person

BEN
You don't have to do this

GUNNAR
What did you think was going to happen?

BEN
Ok look you can take me as a hostage
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GUNNAR
What? You called the cops on me?

Sasha appears from the side

SASHA
Yes put the gun down Gunnar

GUNNAR
(startled)

Wha- w how did this happen?

SASHA
Just drop the gun!

Nikki appears and shoots Sasha in the arm. Sasha drops the gun and takes
cover behind boxes. Simultaneously Ben jumps for Gunnar's hand and twists
his hand for the gun. Gunnar kicks Ben in the stomach. The gun falls and
slides away. Gunnar heads for it while Ben is dragging himself on the
ground to take cover. Gunnar finally picks up the gun, points to the
terrified Ben. There are shots fired by the policemen. Gunnar looses the
gun, ducks and dives along with Nikki.

Shots are fired along the beerier and Gunnar looks at the gun he can't
reach, Nikki exchange shots with the police. Four of Gunnar's men are
captured

Gunnar see's a drain and enters with nikki. The policemen get closer and
finally realize Gunnar has escaped.

POLICEMEN
They are gone sir!

SASHA
Shit!

The sound of Sirens covers the place.

(SASHA CONT'D)
Find them! Now! The troops drive off, some enter
the drain.

CUT TO:

96  EXT. NEW YORK HARBOR MIDDLE- DAY 96

Ben jumps to hug the two.

BEN
You guys ok?
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WILLIAM
I need a drink.

Ben looks at Dexter and William

BEN
He must be traumatized.

DEXTER
I'm not traumatized ok? I just need to relax and
take a nap. I am tired of this, when was the
last time we had fun I hate this stupid place.

BEN
Alright no more sleeping in cars or running, we
have only got tomorrow that's the only day we
have got, then we will have to answer for our
crimes

DEXTER
We did nothing wrong. Why the hell did we come
to this country?

WILLIAM
All we came here to do was enjoy a holiday and
go to parties now we are fugitives.

BEN
I know guys, but we won't stop, the party is
still ON!

WILLIAM
It is?

BEN
Yeah I promise

WILLIAM
That's what I am talking about

DEXTER
YeaH! We need this

WILLIAM
We deserve this.

DEXTER
We will make a party in jail if we have to
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William looks at Dexter weirdly.

BEN
No, we won't have to go to jail because tomorrow
we are going to a news station. We will tell
them our story and they will have to make a
choice.

WILLIAM
That is?

BEN
Arrest us and miss the biggest party on the
planet or forgive us and have fun.

Cellphone rings

DEXTER
Alex

ALEX(V.O)
Dexter is that you?

DEXTER
Yes it's me. We are coming home.

ALEX(V.O)
Are you ok?

DEXTER
I am ok, I promise.

MATCH CUT TO:

97  INT. HOUSE - NEXT DAY - MORNING 97

The boys dress up.

ALEX
Y'all should stay out of trouble now ok? I am
getting my lawyer we will tell the judge that
you were drugged this would explain your
behavior.

Alex leaves.

BEN
Guys I have a surprise

DEXTER
Please no more surprises.
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Ben goes to the kitchen and brings the drink

DEXTER
What? No, get that away from me!

WILLIAM
What? No this is liberty.

DEXTER
I thought you gave it to the police.

BEN
Well I... ah... I had no other choice It's our
only way out.

DEXTER
What did you do?

BEN
I took this and filled the bottle with water.

DEXTER
And gave it to Sasha?

BEN
Yes

DEXTER
Do you really want us to get arrested?

BEN
When we came here, we didn't sign up for this,
but we got in trouble anyway. The only way we
are going to clear our names is by using this. I
heard that from you boys

Ben looks at William

WILLIAM
He is right? This is the only way out.

(re: bottle)

We won't fight, break or force anything.
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BEN
Since we are news worthy I am sure they will
allow us to talk live.

CUT TO:

98  INT. CAR - DAY 98

Dexter looks like he has just cried, he takes the shot and drowns in his
sorrows. We see two guys and three girls across the road

JIM

Jim an American skate border early 20's

JIM
Yo dudes I dig what y'll been doing man. You
guys are heroes keep up the good work.

JESS

Young teenager is obviously a band member

JESS
Yeah you guys are like so awesome. Three jeeps
drive close by and a girl notices Ben.

CASSY

Early 20's, Young high class Harvard kind of type

CASSY
Ben is that you? Dexter looks really nervous but
William is all smiles

WILLIAM
Yes sweetie it's us.

CASSY
(excited)

You guys are like so cool. We don't even know
your names. I am Cassy, it's so cool to meet you

BEN
Well, I am Ben, these are my friends William and
Dexter. It's nice to meet you too Cassy
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WILLIAM
We are having this party on Friday wanna come?

CASSY AND HER FRIENDS
Yes yes we would love to.

BEN
spread the word

Ben has the largest smile you have ever seen.

CUT TO:

99  EXT. NEWS STATION - DAY 99

The jeep pulls over and they exit the car. William is wearing a light
brown coat, Dexter wearing the red and blue and Ben is wearing shorts, a
New York City cap, a few chains and Nike sneakers.

Dexter looks up

CLOSE UP :

ON THE TALL BUILDING

It's one of those silver sky crappers.

DEXTER
This is it ha?

The boys enter and girls at the reception start talking. The camera's
flash and reporters appear.

NEWSREPORTER#
What are you guys doing here?

BEN
Where is the news director?

A very busy secretary sports them from a distant.

SECRETARY
O.M.G it's them.

the secretary gets up, fixes her hair, arranges papers, fixes her again.
They walk closer and she dials a number

SECRETARY
Mr. LAWENTITUS the three dudes are here.

The boys marvel at the name.
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MR. LAWENTITUS (V.O)
Is this a joke?

SECRETARY
No, they are really here.

The secretary smiles. William looks at the girls

WILLIAM
Who wants to party?!

We hear screams and "US!"

WILLIAM
This is exactly why I came to New York!

William looks very confident

MR. LEWENTITUS (V.O)
Bring them in.

100  EXT. INSIDE - DAY 100

MR. LEWENTITUS
Bring me my stylists.

STYLIST#
(re: Dexter)

You first

DEXTER
No. Who else has been using that?

BEN
We don't need that, thanks.

They walk away from the stylist

WILLIAMS
The next thing we will be told to wear tights.

CUT TO:

CLOSE UP:

ON THE THREE DUDES
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NEWS READER
(smug smile)

We hereby give you an exclusive interview with
the most infamous group of people in the
country. So tell me gentlemen, how did you get
pass security?

DEXTER
We are not criminals!

BEN
First off all, we came here on vacation. We
didn't plan on all this commotion.

WILLIAM
New York City was supposed to be cool with
parties.

BEN
Calm down William.

the drink kicks in. Ben stops and looks at the boys.

(BEN CONT'D)
We are not sorry for anything. We did nothing
wrong.

DEXTER
What happened to liberty? All these rules, we
can't drive here we can't drive there. Where is
the love?

WILLIAM
We are not going to jail. As a matter of fact we
can't go to jail. We are not going to do
community service. We won't do anything.

BEN
We are not the bad guys here, as a matter of
fact we should be congratulated. So listen up
everybody! Well, first of all, my entire name is
Ben, to my left is William and over here is
Dexter I hope that clears things.
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(BEN CONT'D)
We have a party coming up this Friday; Katy
Perry will be performing live. Drinks are free
meals are free, fun is free. There will be no
inexcusable arrests. The police will be there
for your safety, and please, no drugs.

DEXTER
Forget about the rules, just come and have fun.

WILLIAM
Anybody from anywhere in the world can come, I
am confirming this, anyone from anywhere in the
world. Come as many as you can. We will meet
some of you guys at the airport.

BEN
Specials thanks to our friends out there, we
know you guys want to be free; this is for you,
there will be no stopping the party is still on.
I don't know how we will pass the court house
tomorrow but we won't stop.

Ben looks serious

DEXTER
This is it ladies and gentleman, the party for
Everyone! Wherever you are in the world, just
come to New York. This Friday, come to the
biggest party in History.

BEN
I also want to say thanks to Officer Sasha for
saving my friends.

INTO SCREEN:

101  INT. NEWS STATION- DAY 101

Policemen viciously interrupt the broadcast
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POLICEMAN
Cut this crap you are under arrest.

BEN
Hey, let go. What are you arresting us for and
where is Sasha?

POLICEMAN
Shut up!

CUT TO:

We hear allot of commotion.

INSERT SPINNING PICTURE:

It reads "The Three Dudes are Arrested!"

102  INT. SOMEWHERE IN NEW YORK- DAY 102

We see people breaking things and there are protests

103  INT. JAIL CELL- MINUTES LATER 103

The boys are dropped in a jail cell.

WILLIAM
This is not right! Get back here!

BROCK

Overrated cell boss

BROCK stands up as the guard disappear, all other inmates bow down as he
rises, and the boys notice this and Dexter stands straight up.

DEXTER
What the hell is he king?

WILLIAM
Is this the part where we scream?

BEN
I am going kick some ass.

WILLIAM
I have been waiting for this

DEXTER
Finally, in a place where we won't get arrested
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BROCK
(Furious)

Give me their balls All other inmates lean
forward and move in for the kill, all moving
slowly forward. William gulps and takes off his
jacket along with his friends.

BEN
Could you all give us a minute to work our
strategy?

The inmates stop for a second

INMATE#1
Fuck outta here.

They laugh and fold their arms

INMATE#2
Wait wait lets see this.

The Boys are on fire the wild goose characteristics are visible. William
stretches and does six push ups. Dexter does some meditative Yoga on the
floor with his feet folded. Ben stands there like superman and looks at
the roof. They all stop after 20 seconds and regroup in a circle.

BEN
What do you have?

DEXTER
Ok, the one on the left looks puffy according to
my calculations with one wave of a Jacky Chan
kick, he will piss in his pants. The one with
the red sweater don't touch him he won't do
anything. The one with a cap and hood is not so
big, if we unwrap him, he will look like a dried
chicken wing. The skinny one has not eaten in
days he's one punch away from going to ICU.

Ben and William nod all the way.

WILLIAM
Are we winning?
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DEXTER
Of cause we are. We know the future.

WILLIAM
I will take the one on the left

Three inmates run away. The rest fight and the boys get a little beat up.
After noticing that the three are still fighting one big inmate walks to
a corner and comes back with a knife shaped toothbrush.

The gates open and the warden appears.

WARDEN
What the hell are you doing?! Do you know who
these guys are?

BROCK
Who?

The warden walks close to the bars and whispers something to Brock's ear
and Brock is surprised then the warden twists his ear. The vice boss has
it whispered to his ear and whispers to other inmates.

INMATE#2
It is them?

Inmate#3 starts jumping with excitement.

BROCK
I am sorry for the misunderstanding; please send
me pictures of the party if you make it.

BEN
Warden, get us out of here

WARDEN
Alright I will get you another cell

DEXTER
Alone!

WARDEN
Alone

On the way out William Looks at the inmates
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WILLIAM
We are not criminals, and we wouldn't want to be
your hero's any day.

Brock looks furious

BROCKS
Lee!

A ninja cell mate arises and throws a sharpened toothbrush and misses
William by centimeters.

ZAM! into the wall.

MATCH CUT TO:

104  EXT. POLICE STATION DAY 104

The crowd roars outside the police station, with many people cheering
"Free The Three Dudes!" Protest boards are lifted up high by geeks, party
animals, students. We also see Tourists, Europeans, Asians and
Australians who came early to tour. More police arrive after a crowd of
an estimated thousand people are there.

NEWSREPORTER#1
Hi, excuse me sir, can you tell us what's going
on here

PROTESTER#1
They have locked up the Dudes who stand for us
and if they are not allowed to speak we will
speak for them.

PROTESTER#2
We are getting them out today for good.

The riots are even louder as one man breaks a car window with a baseball
bat. The news reporter runs through the crowd.

NEWSREPORTER#1
There's chaos here!

We hear allot of commotion

CUT TO:
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105  INT. ROOM - DAY 105

We hear the hummed noise from outside and see Dexter smiling

DEXTER
You hear that? That's freedom

BEN
I guess we won't have to fight after all, they
will fight for us

WILLIAM
I knew this would happen, they love us man. We
are going to be famous!

There's a beat

106  INT. DETECTIVE'S ROOM - DAY 106

(O.C)

WILLIAM
Get us outa here! We are not guilty, don't you
see? You are disturbing the creation of the
biggest party in the history of America and the
entire world!

DEXTER
Those people out there want us out, we want us
out and the world wants us out. Those are
citizens they won't stop.

107 INT. ROOM - DAY 107

A guard appears

GUARD#1
Will you shut up!

BEN
The heads of those cars at the parking lot with
be on your hands. We won't change our values, we
won't change our way of thinking or our way of
talking at this point for us it does not matter
what you believe. Get us out of here and leave
us alone.
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WILLIAM
America loves us, we are here to party!

DEXTER
WooOH!

CUT TO:

108 INT. SOMEWHERE IN AMERICA - MINUTES LATER 108

SECRETE SERVICE SEC GENERAL
We don't need this right Now!

CUT TO:

109  INT. DETECTIVE'S ROOM - DAY 109

A man walks into the detectives room and heads strait for the detective.
He whispers something in his ear. The detective seems not pleased by the
news, gets up and kicks a table.

DETECTIVE
Let them go

GUARD
But sir

DETECTIVE
Get them out of my face!

The boys are escorted out of the cell and head to the main exit. The
policemen look at them on their way out. We see Alex

WILLIAM
Told you

ALEX
This is finally over right?

BEN
This is over, but tomorrow is the party.

They all walk out of the police station and outside there are thousands
of people and the boys stand there in shock.

WILLIAM
Ben
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BEN
Yeah?

WILLIAM
How the hell are we going to get enough booze
for these people?

DEXTER
There are thousands arriving tomorrow.

William looks at the crowd. The camera's are all over the place.

WILLIAM
I knew you could do it!

a reporter struggles to get closer to Ben and the boys

REPORTER
how do you feel?

BEN
I feel free.

REPORTER
What's next for you three?

WILLIAM
how could you even ask that? we going to party,
we are going to play.

The crowd Roars. They walk to their jeep which has not been touched and
we hear chanting "Three Dudes" Awu! Awu!

Before Dexter enters the car he screams

DEXTER
FREE WORLD!

The crowd rejoices

CUT TO:

CLOSE UP:

on the NEWS

"The Three Dudes Are BACK"

There's much rejoicing in America. Things start going to plan roads are
clearing out and everything comes to order.
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110  INT. NEWS STATION - DAY 110

NEWSREPORTER#4
America... three gentlemen call for the biggest
party in history tomorrow afternoon. I will be
there myself.

The news reporter looks off camera awkwardly, then, suddenly clears his
throat.

MATCH CUT TO:

111  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - NEXT DAY - MORNING 111

It's a sunny day, birds are singing, the sky is blue, squirrels appear
there and there. Next to a big house Ben is exchanging words with Alex,
moving his hands. William is chatting with Dexter obviously making fun of
someone.

BEN
Look at those two, up to no good.

ALEX
They learnt from you.

BEN
We are going to need a moving stage to take
things to the streets.

112  INT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 112

Mails are poured into their front door. William opens one mail after
another

WILLIAM
This can't be happening

BEN
What?

William drops a dozen letters

WILLIAM
People from Australia

Europe

Drops another dozen letters

South Africa, Asia.
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WILLIAM
Look William walks the two to the front door. We
see a mountain of letters.

WILLIAM
We won't survive like this.

BEN
We'll need a hand

Dexter and William look at Ben

DISSOLVE TO:

113  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 113

News vans fly into the driveway. The breaking of wheels make a CREAKY
sound. Camera men and news reporters run towards the house

DEXTER
If you don't slow down the dogs will bite you!

WILLIAM
Calm down guys and girls, just relax

114  INT. ALEX'S HOUSE DAY 114

Mikes and cameras are facing the three.

DIRECTOR
you are going live in three, two.

He waves a finger.

REPORTER
I recall you said free drinks and food. how will
you make that happen?

BEN
Yeah About that, we've got a little problem. Can
you see that gentlemen?

Dexter points at the posts
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BEN
Those are people and they are coming here today
as you have seen others outside, playing
whatever it is they are playing. Others are at
hotels.

(BEN CONT'D)
We are going to need sponsors. We are going to
need someone who will help us with drinks and
food.

REPORTER2
All this trouble and you didn't prepare?

WILLIAM
hey we didn't think the whole world would come.

REPORTER2
Bit off more than you could chew maybe?

BEN
Hey! Any of them, they know themselves, they
will do something. Come to our residence, and
sponsor the biggest party ever.

REPORTER
You guys are broke man, it sounds like this is
going to flop.

DEXTER
There are approximately a million people from
around the world who will come to America in one
day and stay a couple more because of the hang
over, and you call this a flop?

Dexter gets up but Williams grabs ahold of his arm

WILLIAM
Let him go, he does this for a living.

RING! RING! AND HELICOPTER SOUNDS
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Phone calls come in, and a helicopter lands right next to the house.

DEXTER
Is that what I think it is?

Ben is looking through the window.

BEN
Yeah!

WILLIAM
WoooOH!

BEN
Guys, we have to make this big. This is not just
going to be about women or booze. It's much
bigger than.

DEXTER
A revolution.

WILLIAM
I want a drink I want a drink.

BEN
Relax, let's save the best for last.

Dexter's phone rings

DEXTER
Hello

AGENT
I am Katy Perry's agent, she would like to know
what time she performs.

DEXTER
Now!

AGENT
What?!

DEXTER
I'm playing with you, hold on a sec. What time
will she perform?

WILLIAM, BEN
At 5 pm.
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DEXTER
5 o'clock

AGENT
(excited)

She is bringing snoop dog.

DEXTER
Cool thanks!

Dexter hangs up

(DEXTER CONT'D)
She is bringing snoop dog!

CUT TO:

115  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 115

The sound of truck engines is heard; three big trucks appear in the
driveway. Alex appears in a moving bubble like vehicle that has a band
frame stand on it. Eight chefs get out of a truck; they walk up to the
boys

CHEF#1
You asked for food.

Ben looks nervous

BEN
Yes

CHEF#1
Well, now you have food.

WILLIAM
Wow!

William is happy, very happy.

CUT TO:

116  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 116

Dexter is on his laptop Outside

117  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 117

WILLIAMS
Now, which would be the perfect spot for me to
see all the Hot girls?
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ALEX
That's kind of impossible to answer, a girl
could stand anywhere.

WILLIAM
No no no! you are wrong, it's the same reason
girls don't just date any guy, but there are
certain men, like me for instance, I am a
positioned man.

William looks for something, he finally stops

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
This is it! I can see it now.

ALEX
What? will you sing with Katy Perry?

CUT TO:

ANGLE ON BEN :

BEN
Up up a little, bit to the left yep that's it.

Phones start ringing again,

DEXTER
Yes

SPONSOR_B
we won't be able to make it but our workers
will. Enjoy your Day.

DEXTER
Much appreciated.

Reporters are noticeable.

JENIFER

She is a news reporter in her early 20's. Looks hot with a tight skirt
and high heels. Her hair makes her very noticeable.

JENIFER
This is one of the biggest of the year, if not
the decade. So, I want you to tail everything,
everything you got that?
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CAMERA MAN
Yes.

A big liquor truck appears and another after that.

WILLIAM
Hoo Hooo! Yeah! That's what I am talking about!

Dexter and Ben see this and there are cheers in their eyes. The vehicles
are parked at the drive way and a large container is visible. The men
from both trucks roll out kiloliters of beer from the trucks.

WILLIAM
Over here gentlemen.

William points out the entrance

118  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 118

It's like a colony of ants as people move from left to right. Above the
entrance reads "the biggest party in history!" William, Dexter and Ben
are there next to it.

BEN
This is it boys.

William moves around saying things we can't clearly here.

DEXTER
You see I told you he's a mad scientist.

BEN
He always gets sick when he sees medicine

CUT TO:

119  INT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 119

The beer is filled in one big container. Ben looks at his watch witch
reads 15:02 in digital.

ANGLE:

Across to see William munching down a hot dog.

BEN
Dude, what are you doing?
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WILLIAM
Hey man, my dad's no cook. These guys have PhD's
in cooking.

Ben looks confused

BEN
But that's a hot dog.

Ben walks up the band stage

BEN
You guys have to take a break, have something to
eat please.

Not one person looks at him.

CUT TO:

120  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - LATER 120

Katy Perry's band arrives in a Hama

DEXTER
She's early

BEN
Nah that's the band

121  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 121

The boys look really excited. More cars appear and party people are
there. Noticeable fans arrive. There is a very elusive vibe around the
house. Three cars drive in, driven by three guys, the cars are packed
with girls and drunk boys. Convertibles appear. Australians and Europeans
appear on foot.

CUT TO:

122  INT. HOUSE DRINKS ROOM - CONTINUOUS ACTION 122

The boys are in the drinks room getting ready to party

BEN
It's time boys

WILLIAM
Finally

BEN
We are going to do this once and never again.
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DEXTER
Bring me joy, give me freedom.

Ben pours the legendary drink, William drinks first, Ben follows and
Dexter is the last. They move out of the room into the crowd, which is
waiting for them outside.

123  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 123

William picks up a mike

WILLIAM
HooO!

DEXTER
There are so many of them.

Beats of sound are already playing, the crowd enjoys.

124  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 124

The Limo's arrive and the crowd cheers. Williams looks like he going to
cry, while Ben is already there. Williams and Dexter look at each other
and look up after hearing a helicopter sound. More than two helicopters
land. 20 tables are filled with snacks. William walks to the house, he
keep looking behind him. Dexter moves to the back door also looking back
and forth. From the looks if things the drink has already affected the
boys.

William is in the house looking at the liqour that almost looks like it's
glowing. He is holding in his hands a the bag with the special drink.

Ben appears inside the house, he comes across William red handed.

BEN
Hey! william? is that you?

WILLIAM
No!

BEN
i can't believe you came here to take more of
that. What did i say about-

before he can finish.
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WILLIAM
How could you put this on me, what are you doing
here?

DEXTER
Hey! what are you two doing here?

The three are all shocked, but not seriously shocked, they are drunk or
influenced you could say. The is a small scuffle.

BEN
Alright alright Stop!

WILLIAM
This is it, we have to have do something that
will make these people happy, more like us.

Ben looks at the crowd through the door, then back at the two.

WILLIAM
We are going to make this party awesome! Think
about it, if we don't do this, this party will
be just like any other party. People all over
world are here. If I didn't know better they
will be pissed if this is boring. And anyway it
will be mixed with beer I don't think it will do
that much damage.

Ben looks convinced but the sting still influences everything.

DEXTER
Let's do it with a bang and put our names in
history.

BEN
(firm)

Fine, we are all in this!

They take more shots and then after they hold the bottle and look at each
other.

DEXTER
Free America!
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They look at the bottle and pour it in the beer. William closes the lid.
They all look at the crowd through the door.

BEN, WILLIAM, DEXTER
we did it! Ha ha

DEXTER
They need this.

On their way out

(DEXTER CONT'D)
Hey dude! Can you help us with this beer man?

Three guys arrive.The huge container is rolled out.

125  EXT. HOUSE- CONTINUOUS ACTION 125

Celebrities appear in luxurious cars. The band starts playing some of the
instrumentals in Katy Perry's album "teenage dream". The crowd enjoys,
the drinks are spread across the crowds. It's packed with many people who
have now started drinking. We hear the sounds of more cars ahead and the
parking lot is pilling up.

DEXTER
This is crazy.

We notice that Ben has a long face. William sees him and walks over to
him

WILLIAM
What's up?

BEN
she'll come to the party right?

WILLIAM
Dude! ofcause she will come. After all the shit
we have done she has to be here today.

126  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 126

Dexter sees a blue and red Hama, he goes to the camera men area and
starts taking pictures, the rest of the guys laugh at him. The boys move
to the stage and the crowd roars in front of them. Ben gives a signal to
turn down the music.

BEN
Hello New York!
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The crowd responds with roars, cheers and praises

BEN
Australia! You know you are here! Africa!
Europe! South America! Asia!

BEN
This is the place to be ladies and gentlemen;
you all enjoy yourselves now, and have a great
time.

There's much rejoicing from the crowd

127  EXT. HOUSE- DAY 127

Police cars, cabs and ambulances race to the party, the sound of the
sirens shake the place.

DEXTER
Oh come on, how did they know?

BEN
Act cool.

The Policemen exit their cars and go straight for the boys.

There an awkward beat

POLICEMAN#7
Hey boys

WILLIAM
what's up

POLICEMAN#7
We are here to watch things and party!

Policemen#7 looks behind him, flicks his nose with his thumb and looks
back at the boys, as a show off move. The rest of the cops laugh

DEXTER
(whispers)

They seem harmless.

BEN
(relieved)

Hah we thought- phew- no problem, have drinks,
enjoy!
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Outside Lamborghini's drive in followed by porches and motorbikes.

The fear factor host exits an AUSTIN MARTIN with some other celebrities.
Dexter notices this and walks to him

DEXTER
Hey man

JOE
Hey

DEXTER
I am a big fan of yours and of your shows.

JOE
Thanks a lot, are you one of the guys hosting
this party?

DEXTER
Yeah

Joe looks around.

JOE
A party for everyone, I like that.

DEXTER
I like your attitude towards the contestants,
you know? how you always act like you know them
but you don't.

There's an awkward beat

JOE
Ehh

Joe has an indescribable look.

DEXTER
You should toughen up those challenges man.

JOE
Really?

DEXTER
Yeah! I mean rotten milk come on man that's
nothing where I come that's a paid for meal.
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JOE
I read about that.

DEXTER
You should have something like a Rat Burger.

JOE
Right after this we are going to another Show.

DEXTER
Please send a shout out for me.

(DEXTER CONT'D)
Or you could have them to eat a human-

JOE
(shocked)

What? Now I get why the police wanted you.

Joe grabs a beer from a passing waitress and gulps it down.

128  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 128

We see William standing next to a news reporter, accompanied by Ben.
There's allot of excitement in the atmosphere.

JENIFER
William, tell us something anything.

WILLIAM
Well like I said, we are changing things today.
Setting new records, but really this is not
about fame it's about fun.

JENIFER
So what's next?

BEN
Katy Perry should be here any minute now.
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129  EXT. HOUSE- CONTINUOUS ACTION 129

A black LimoHama appears, LA celebrities and Katy Perry walk out of the
car. She looks as hot as ever. She walks to the stage and speaks with the
band members

There's a beat

Snoop dog shows up in big Cadillac holding a mike

SNOOP
Greeting loved ones, lets take a journey.

The girls go nuts and Katy sings the California Gurls. It's visible that
the alcohol has done something to the people.

CLOSE UP: ON JENIFER

JENIFER
Breaking news. The city of New York has people
driving on grass, Para shooters flying all over
the city.

CLOSE UP:

On Para shooters in the sky. Seven people are on the roof cheering and
holding beers. The Para shooters land

CUT TO:

130 EXT. NEXT TO CHOPPER - DAY 130

A group of men are standing next to two helicopters

GUY#2
Can you fly that?

GIRL#1
Yeah. Want to fly somewhere?

CUT TO:

Around the corner are a group of people standing in a row, they are
dressed as the justice league. None of them move. Two cabs arrive, their
tops have holders. A guy climbs up the hood then onto the top and orders
the driver to move, he is holding a beer cup. A man standing alone
notices this
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GUY#1
That's a great idea

CUT TO:

Ben eyes Chloe and She eyes Him. Ben walks closer to her.

BEN
I thought you weren't coming

CHLOE
Why so?

BEN
Well ... I'm a trouble maker and-

CHLOE
The things you and your friends have done, the
things you are doing now I like. But what
happened to these people?

BEN
What do you mean?

CHLOE
They are acting like you guys

BEN
I thought you said you liked it.

CHLOE
They are worse than you guys.

Chloe, Ben and the rest of the crowd look up.

A MAN IN THE SKY:

is hanging on one hand from a helicopter on top of the crowd, he is
holding a beer with the other hand.

GUY#2
AWu! AWU! oooOH!

BEN
(concerned)

Ooh!

Ben looks very concerned. Snoop Dog looks up.

SNOOP
Shit, he's crazy.

  He takes a beer from a waitress and gulps it down.
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CUT TO:

131  EXT. DANCE FLOOR - DAY 131

William is on the dance floor with the ladies. Dexter is at the corner
lost in thought and Ben see's him

BEN
My boy, got to help him

Chloe Nods and smiles. The song ends and there are roars, cheers,
chanting screams "KATY!"

132  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 132

Soon after that Katy takes a bottle of water and drinks. The sound of the
instrumental of "last Friday night" wreaks the crowd and Dexter hears it.
He looks like he is about to cry. aWu! AWu! AWu! Yeah! as the crowd goes
wild Dexter looks at Katy Perry

CLOSE UP: ON KATY

She looks cute and hot as she flawlessly sings "last Friday night"

DEXTER
I love her.

Dexter calmly starts crying.

CUT TO:

133  EXT. HIGH BUILDING- DAY 133

GUY#1
Land right there.

The helicopter lands on top of a New York City Sky Scrapper. Guy#1 runs
out carrying rock climbing ropes.

GIRL#1
What are you doing?

GUY#1
Want to join me?

Girl#1, Excited runs closer to him. Guy#1 wraps him and girl#1 and ties
them to the roof. He runs to the chopper and takes his liquor.

GUY#1
Are you ready?
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GIRL#1
Yeah!

GUY#!
This is how we are going to do this, we walk ok?

GIRL#1
Walk?

GUY#1
yeah, come on i will show you.

They climb on the edge of the building with the ropes comfortably holding
their bodies. Then they walk down the building. And then they start
running.

GUY#1, GIRL#1
WOOOOH!

CUT TO:

134  EXT. HOUSE- DAY 134

People jump up and down. Party animals are running half naked on the
streets and so are the celebrities.

GUY#2
William!

WILLIAM
Yeah

GUY#2
Call your friends and check this out.

WILLIAM
This better be important.

William walks by Dexter.

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
Dex, something is up.

The three walk towards the house entrance with William leading the way.

CLOSE UP:

ON TV SET
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A guy and girl are walking on the windows of building others driving on
grass and many on top of moving vehicles.

CUT TO:

135  EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE - DAY 135

The songs is about to end. 30 seconds before the T.G.I.F part Dexter
looks at his watch

DEXTER
It's time

WILLIAM
Hey Katy!

Katy ignores them.

DEXTER
Katy!

The instrumental hits

KATY
Yeah?

DEXTER
Come to the crowd!

William is in front followed by Dexter and Ben the crowd sings T.G.I.F
for eight times and makes the Dance. They make an articulated line and
head for the streets. The stage follows them

136  EXT. HOUSE- MOMENTS LATER 136

Around the corner the "justice league" is still standing there. Car
junkies and bikers use this group of people as an object to jump. These
super heroes are standing there almost frozen. Four guys are meters away
from the league.

A car flies over them and the other group of people laughs silently then
out loud.

CROWD
Go! Go! Go!

GUY#2
We ran out of cars

CROWD
Aw what?!
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guy#3 appears

GUY#3
I can help.

The crowd watches him

CROWD
Ok

GUYS#3
I do this for a living

(THEN)

Guy#3 walks to the nearest locked car and opens it. A boy wearing only
underwear, pushes a trolley full of pillows at full speed. Members of the
crowd shove the pillows in the car and a rider is selected randomly. The
car flies through the sky and lands but is caught on fire and
firefighters stop the fire

137  EXT. HOUSE- DAY 137

A crowd of people are talking and some are making fun of others. 

JACK

He is an American in his 30's

JACK
America is the greatest country so ah...
British, Europeans and Australians stand in line
ok?

LARRY

He is an American in his 30's

LARRY
Points out an Australian

LARRY
I love that accent, from the land of kangaroos,
tell me, on your way here did you see kangaroo
jack? Did he have his shades on?

MICHAEL

He is an Australian mid 30's
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MICHAEL
Americans, they like making things sound good
even if they are bad, like blow jobs. Everybody
get a blowjob it's a job.

The other Australians laughs

(MICHAEL CONT'D)
Everybody needs a job.

Larry is infuriated and jack looks irritated, his face looks like he is
about to pop. He breathes in quickly and then breathes out for long
periods.

JACK
Why you gotta say that? Now I will kick ass

MICHAEL
(corky)

What are you going to do?

O.C

The sound of a perfect knock out punch silences the area and a oooO sound
is made by the crowd. People start fighting; a paramedic appears to help
a person but gets a knock out punch. A gangster looking guy pulls out a
pistol and shoots in the air and everybody freezes. All eyes are on him

Some fighters appear holding baseball bats, a girl holding long bun of
bread, others with star wars swords, the gangster takes out the bullet
carrier and throws away the gun, the fight continues.

138  EXT. HOUSE BACK - MOMENTS LATER 138

BAGWEL

A young man age 22, is feeding crumbs to ducks at the pond; the pool is
so dirty that some ducks have migrated there

HEYDA
What are you doing?

BAGWEL
I am feeding this beautiful creature
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HEYDA
That's cannibalism!

BAGWEL
What?

HEYDA
Those are chicken fillets

BAGWEL
No! no!

Bagwel looks very worried; he jumps in the swimming pool, swims for the
duck and grabs it. There's a lot of commotion in the water, the duck is
Quacking for dear life. Three men and one women standing beside the pool
are laughing. Bagwel tries to give the duck mouth to mouth

JADE
He is giving it mouth to mouth. Ha ha ha

The rest of the group are in tears with laughter.

BAGWEL
He's not going make it, Get a paramedic in here!

MIKE
Let him go I want turkey!

Bagwel groans in frustration and the rest of the crowd laughs

CUT TO:

139  INT. HOUSE - DAY 139

CLOSE UP:

ON THE TV SET

REPORTER#2
A secretary in the New York Police Department
reported all NYPD officers off duty. Police
officers across New York have been seen driving
Donut vans on Grass and Screaming "we want to do
this everyday"

We see footage of police driving Donut vans on grass. "WoooOH"
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CUT TO:

140  INT. SOMEWHERE IN AMERICA - NIGHT 140

VIEWER#1
I am sick of this!

An annoyed TV viewer changes the channel

CLOSE UP:

ON THE TV SET

REPORTER#3
Breaking news, the Host of the acclaimed Fear
factor show has been arrested after contestants
claim acts of pure evil where made by the man.

INSERT VIDEO:

Joe Rogan opens a boiling pot and diabolical stream rises

JOE
Hi guys, on our last challenge today you will be
required to munch down a-

He pulls out the

Human hand

The female contestants jump to the arms of the male contestants.

CUT TO:

141  INT. HOUSE- MID NIGHT 141

William, Dexter and Ben are inside the house. Dexter is on the couch, and
William is standing looking at news. Ben is sitting right next to Dexter.
Ben Lightly brushes his face with his hands

BEN
Guys what have we done?

WILLIAM
Is that a human hand?

BEN
Dexter what did you tell him?
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DEXTER
I didn't think he would do it, he was not even
drunk!

BEN
Ah come on man!

DEXTER
Guys I'm tired.

Dexter gets up, opens a fridge and sees beer. He eyes a hot dog,
stretches his hand, but stops just before he touches it. He moves back to
the two and walks around the couch. Eventually he sits on the couch again
and passes out. William scrolls to his room barely walking, he hits the
wall

WILLIAM
Arh!

Ben stands up.

BEN
William, we can fix this.

William and Ben look in the house then outside

WILLIAM
I am leaving man.

Ben walks out the door

BEN
I can do this.

He sees a car flying through the air. Ben walks back in the house and
opens his room. A naked couple is there and has passed out. He opens
Dexter's room and finds it empty, he drops on the bed.

FADES TO BLACK SCREEN

FADE IN

142  EXT. HOUSE- NEXT DAY- MORNING 142

Birds are singing but not singing the way they should be singing some are
skipping bits others have passed out next to the beer cups. The justice
league in sleeping on the grass in a line, Cars are upside down and
others are having smoke come out of their engines. Bagwel is on the grass
holding the duck on his chest and the duck has chicken fillets all over
it.
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143  EXT. NYC SKY SCRAPPER- MORNING 143

The couple is tangled up in ropes and is hanging from the building. A
helicopter has crashed into a sky scrapper but didn't blow up. Cabs have
crashed all over the city, all Katy Perry's band members have passed out
in the trailer at Katy Perry's residence.

144  INT. HOUSE- MORNING 144

Dexter is sleeping on the couch, William in his room and Ben in his room.
Dexter opens his eyes. He notices the wrecked house. Shakes his head and
breathes out. He  switches on the TV. There's something on the news.

DEXTER
William! Ben!

...

WILLIAM
What?

DEXTER
Get over HERE NOW.

William bangs his head on Ben and stomp his foot as they walk towards
Dexter.

BEN
 OUW!

CLOSE UP:

ON THE TV SET

The statue of liberty has its face painted like a clown

DEXTER
This is priceless

BEN
Oh my god! This is insane

WILLIAM
No! This is America, the land of superman.

DEXTER
We have to get out of here.
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WILLIAM
He is right. While everybody is still down let's
get the hell out of here before we really get
arrested.

BEN
We can't just leave, these people love us. Let's
just lay low and see what's going to happen. Go
to LA.

145  EXT. HOUSE- MORNING 145

Outside the boys get into the jeep A car passes by and a man raises his
head out the window

GUY
That was literally the best party ever! hoO! You
guys have made history! You are celebrities now
"The Three Dudes" from South Africa I wish were
you guys, you guys are the shit!

We see Confusion in the boy's eyes

146  INT. NEWS STATION- MOMENTS LATER 146

A man is on the debate show

DEBATOR
We have been overlooked, this type of behavior
should not be tolerated. These three lawbreakers
have destroyed the image of New York and of
America. No party so big should ever be allowed
anywhere in America ever again!

147   EXT. NEWS STATION- DAY 147

Outside the news station we see a protest, middle age people can be
noticed. The boards read "ARREST the three dudes"

148  INT. SOMEWHERE IN NEW YORK - MORNING 148

The jeep is noticed and stopped

Ben opens his window
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GUY
What do you have to say for your selves?

Ben utters, and then opens his door steps out, Dexter and William follow
him up to the crowd.

GIRL
Look at the damage you have caused, you did this

CROWD
Booo!

The crowd obviously does not agree with the antagonists. FBI cars appear.
Doors open and man in black suites appear holding guns and point at the
boys. The boys freeze in shock.

Dexter looks at Ben.

DEXTER
Is this the part were we die?

BEN
Stay focused!

Ben Slightly yells. They get in the cars without any fuss.

149  INT. FBI CAR - DAY 149

AGENT CARGO
I'm Agent Cargo.

He flips a badge.

AGENT CARGO
FBI, we are going to ask you very easy
questions. I would prefer if you answer them.

What did you give the crowd?

There's a beat

AGENT CARGO
Talk to me you idiots

BEN
Read me my rights
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AGENT CARGO
Don't Fuck with me you little scum.

the Agent moves closer to him and tries to strangle Ben.

BEN
Maybe you will realize that I have the right to
remain silent!

Agent Cargo stops.

BEN
We don't know what the hell you are talking
about!

AGENT CARGO
You three used the drug on American citizens and
destroyed the city.

WILLIAM
What drug? What are you talking about? we gave
it to the cops.

DEXTER
The people destroyed the city ok?

AGENT CARGO
Shut up!

DEXTER
How did he get into the FBI?

Agent Cargo punches Dexter in the face and starts strangling William and
Ben.

There's a beat

A phone rings

SASHA
We have got him

Agent cargo looks surprised, and then looks at the boys with a serious
face.

AGENT CARGO
Get them outta here.

An angry Dexter gets out first, fixes his shirt and shows off to the rest
of the agents.
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DEXTER
You are Sued Agent, you are sued for assault! 

150 EXT. JEEP - DAY 150

DEXTER
Do you think Gunnar will speak?

BEN
He's a socio path, they won't believe a word he
says.

WILLIAM
Well... I guess he'll take one for the team.

Walking to the jeep they all laugh...

151  INT. CAR- MOMENTS LATER 151

Alex is sitting in the car

DEXTER
Alex?

ALEX
Was that the FBI?

DEXTER
Don't worry everything is taken care of, we just
need to leave.

ALEX
What the hell have you done? You know what?
Don't tell me, as long as you leave this place
while you still can. Though, Americans love you
guys, you are icons now.

DEXTER
Yeah i know, but I have to get home and take my
beating.

The jeep drives off.

CUT TO:

152  EXT. NEW YORK AIRPORT - MOMENTS LATER 152

A jeep drives into the airport and cheers can be heard.

BEN
What the hell
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DEXTER
How did they know?

ALEX
I text them and you know how things travel.

WILLIAM
They love us! Ben I told ya

153  EXT. NEW YORK AIRPORT - CONTINUOUS ACTION 153

Reporters appear flashing cameras. A mike is situated in a 1.5 meter high
stage. A very overwhelmed William gets on the stage. As he is about to
speak. A girl's underwear is thrown at him and lands on his chest three
more are thrown and more. William looks particularity handsome. A smiling
William looks like he's about to cry but pulls him self together.

WILLIAM
Ladies

William takes of his shades.

(WILLIAM CONT'D)
I want to thank everybody for being at the
party, for being here, thanks to the dudes
around the world who made a thought come to
life, the sponsors and everybody. I don't thank
my friends for doing this.

he looks behind him. Dex and Ben are all smiles.

I'm proud of them.

William screams out loud "We Love You New York". WooOHooO! The crowd goes
mad!

Chloe appears in the crowd Ben notices her and looks disappointed. Dexter
gets up, looking pretty geeky. Just before he touches the mike an opened
laptop is thrown at him, it flies and almost knocks him on the head. But
he ducks and it misses him and CRASHES ON THE WALL.

DEXTER
Whoa!!
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He slowly raises his head, and checks if anything else is on its way.

There's a beat

(DEXTER CONT'D)
Come on guys, I'm not that of a geek.

Dexter looks disappointed, William and Ben laugh silently.

(DEXTER CONT'D)
It's not funny guys, it's not funny!

(DEXTER CONT'D)
I am really grateful for the people who came and
made this happen I hope you had a great time
because I did.

The crowd claps hands for him. The girl who threw the laptop is isolated
and Dexter walks down to her. She seems very capable of handling him.

DEXTER
Were you trying to kill me?

LISA
(nervous)

No, i was... your friends were being given stuff
and I though you could use a smile.

DEXTER
(all smiles)

It's funny

LISA
Really?

DEXTER
Heh yeah

LISA
I am glad to hear that.

DEXTER
So am I. That's an expensive idea.

LISA
I know.
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Dexter walks with her

DEXTER
So what do you do?

They fade of into the crowd. Ben sees Chloe walking away and runs after
her.

BEN
Chloe, wait!

Chloe stops and looks at him

CHLOE
Give me one reason why I should listen to you?

BEN
There's a possibility that you might trust me
again.

(BEN CONT'D)
I wouldn't leave without saying goodbye you are
not like every other girl.

CHLOE
There are others?

BEN
No I did mean it like that. I was going to call
you. When I saw what had happened I thought me
and the guys should lay low for a while. I will
be back ok?

CHLOE
You don't have to leave,

FAN
We love you guys!

CHLOE
You see?

BEN
I will be back.

Ben kisses Chloe. Dexter is kissing Lisa, he stops, looking dreamy

DEXTER
I will find you Lisa
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LISA
I know

WILLIAM
Come on, we will be late.

Groups off girls are dragging him.

BEN
Alex

Ben walks to him and shakes his hand

BEN
Thanks for the welcome man you are a real
American.

William walks to Alex.

WILLIAM
Out of ten?

ALEX
They don't set scores for classics.

William salutes him.

WILLIAM
I will be back soon.

Dexter walks to the two

ALEX
Your mom warned me about you.

DEXTER
What did she say?

ALEX
You always get tangled up in things.

WILLIAM, BEN
Ha ha ha.

WILLIAM, DEXTER, BEN
See you soon guys!

Ben looks at Chloe and winks an eye. Chloe smiles and tries hard to
figure out what that was all about. They disappear along the hallway.
Chloe looks like she cracked it
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CHLOE
Shit!

CHLOE'S FRIEND
What?

CHLOE
They did it didn't they?

FRIEND
Yeah they did it.

Chloe thinks and then laughs silently.

CUT TO:

154  INT. PLANE - DAY 154

Dexter appears sorting luggage on the shelves. An old woman looks at him
grimly.

DEXTER
What?

DEXTER
Why should I be doing this?

WILLIAM
What do you think is going to happen at home?

BEN
Trouble is all it is, and Fame.

LINDY
Would you three shut up!

DEXTER
 (Calmly)

OH no! Not Lindy.

LINDY
You! Not again.

Dexter looks at the boys and they look at her

DEXTER
18 hour flight's no fun neh?

WILLIAM, BEN
Yep

DEXTER
Thinking what I am thinking?
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The boys smile

DEXTER
What is this gum rapper doing here? Its got used
bubble gum yuck! Look at this I want my lawyer!
I want my lawyer!

Lindy gets to them and looks at them.

LINDY
Will you three please stop, you are disturbing
other people.

DEXTER
It's an 18 hour flight they will get used to it.

WILLIAM
When we land, can I buy you a drink?

LINDY
Maybe, only if you shh it.

Lindy walks away

WILLIAM
Yeah, I'm going to like this celebrity thing.

DEXTER
How did you get us out of that  chop shop
anyway?

BEN
I figured he liked watching TV so I made him an
offer he couldn't refuse.

WILLIAM
What offer?

BEN
Let's just say if he sees us again he won't
miss.

WILLIAM
Hey lindy

LINDY
What!
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Lindy appears closer.

WILLIAM
(calm)

Don't do that.

LINDY
sorry, What's up?

WILLIAM
Will you date me?

LINDY
Not on the plane.

Lindy walks away. William looks happy then frustrated

WILLIAM
She's a hard head.

LINDY
I heard that.

BEN
I want ice cream!

THEY ALL START LAUGHING.

Fades off

The end


